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Executive Summary  
This document details a pilot study for the development of a Geographical 
Information System (GIS) database for coastal values in the Glenelg-Hopkins region. 
Information about the structure of the GIS and the nature of the data is also provided. 
The database was compiled as a research project by the Deakin University GIS 
Facility in response to discussions with the Western Coastal Board and relates to the 
key coastal value of recreational fishing and other, associated, values.  This value was 
chosen for use in the pilot study because it was identified as a high-priority issue for 
the region in Ludowyk (2006).  It was also chosen because it was a value which was 
likely to have a large number of potential indicators within existing spatial datasets. 
 
The study area was defined as the coastal sub-catchments within the Glenelg-Hopkins 
region and associated coastal waters extending out to three nautical miles. The coastal 
waters were subdivided according to the locations of sub-catchment boundaries along 
the coast.  This definition provided compatibility with existing catchment 
management units. 
 
Two approaches were combined to identify indicators that quantify the value of 
recreational fishing at appropriate spatial and temporal scales:   
 
1. A search of management publications related to recreational fishing. This 
included identification of current indicators with spatial information 
already available and potential indicators that may become available 
following the completion of monitoring projects or adaptations of data 
collection methods.  
2. An examination of existing datasets held in the Deakin University data 
depository, which have been licensed to Deakin University for research 
purposes. 
 
Each individual indicator was subsequently assessed to establish their usefulness for 
inclusion in the spatially-based GIS management tool. 
 
The publications search resulted in a total of 63 potential indicators of which 24 could 
be represented by existing data layers. The remaining 39 potential indicators, many of 
which are part of planned or existing management activities, represent knowledge 
gaps that have the potential to be easily filled through either spatial referencing of 
existing data, or incorporation of collection of spatial data in the methodology of 
planned actions. 
 
Twenty four existing data layers were identified as useful for indicators to assess the 
value of recreational fishing.  In response to a large knowledge gap, a new data layer 
comprising popular coastal and estuarine recreational fishing locations was also 
developed from the Victorian Fishing Atlas (Anon., 2002c).  This layer was then 
combined with an existing data layer on estuarine fish species.  To guide use of the 
database, layers were grouped into categories based on the degree of relevance to 
recreational fishing as a coastal value.  To a degree, the large number of indicators 
identified reflects the importance of recreational fishing as a coastal value and hence 
the amount of associated management activity.   
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As a management tool, this database will be most useful where managers have some 
GIS experience, or have good access to in-house GIS expertise.  Such knowledge will 
increase the flexibility of the tool and allow for tailoring of output to specific 
management issues. A workshop introducing the database to managers may be a 
useful means to illustrate the use of spatial information as well as to highlight factors 
that must be taken in to consideration such as integration of data collected at different 
spatial and temporal scales. Use of recreational fishing as the value for this pilot study 
has highlighted the need for a systematic approach to methodology and data analysis 
when expanding the analysis to other coastal values and their associated indicators. 
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Introduction 
The Victorian Government through the Victorian Coastal Strategy (2002) is 
committed to integrated coastal and marine management, which involves 
consideration of ecological, economic, social and cultural values and the impacts of 
use on these values.  A key tool for facilitating implementation of the Victorian 
Coastal Strategy in the south west region of Victoria is the South West Regional 
Coastal Action Plan, which highlights the need to protect and enhance significant 
environmental, social and economic values associated with regional marine and 
coastal areas.  The competition between different types of values results in differential 
impacts upon the marine and coastal environments.  Therefore, identification and 
mapping of these values can assist planning and management by highlighting the 
patterns of opposing and complementary significant values across coastal and marine 
areas.   
 
An audit of coastal and marine values in the region managed by the Glenelg-Hopkins 
Catchment Management Authority (GHCMA) was recently completed (Ludowyk, 
2006).  This audit identified a range of environmental, economic, social and cultural 
values in the coastal and marine areas of South West Victoria and ranked them 
according to frequency of occurrence in a range of management documents from the 
Western Coastal Board library.  Due to limitations on time and funding, the emphasis 
of this pilot project was to investigate a single value in the development of a pilot GIS 
database to inform planning and decision making.  It was intended that development 
of this database would not only be an effective trial for future development a GIS 
incorporating data for multiple coastal values but would also provide a cohesive 
summary of existing spatial data related to the chosen value. 
 
Recreational fishing was the most highly referenced value throughout a large number  
of planning and management documents (Ludowyck, 2006).  It was also considered 
that this value was likely to be associated with a relatively large number of indicators 
within existing spatial datasets.  Incorporation of large numbers of indicators is a 
potential challenge for development of this type of GIS and it was hoped that use of 
recreational fishing in the pilot study would identify issues associated with such a 
challenge.  For these reasons, recreational fishing was used for this pilot study and, in 
the course of development of the GIS, indicators of several other high-priority values 
(including fish diversity, recreational boating, water sports, boat ramps and 
commercial fisheries) were also included. 
 
The aim of the pilot project was to identify associated assets and indicators of the 
value of recreational fishing in the coastal subcatchments of the Glenelg Hopkins 
catchment management area and to develop a GIS incorporating these indicators in a 
spatially-explicit way. The approach taken was to;    
• identify sources of available spatial information and databases and in doing so 
to compile a set indicators appropriate to assess the value of recreational 
fishing; 
• determine the knowledge gaps and identify potential indicators that could be 
used to reduce these gaps; 
• present the collated data in a GIS format; and 
• provide a framework, which can be used to expand the GIS to include other 
high priority values identified by the GHCMA and the Western Coastal Board. 
 1
Study area 
The study area incorporates the entire coastal region of the GHCMA management 
area, including coastal sub-catchments and associated coastal seas to the State limit at 
3 nautical miles (Figure 1).  As such, it provides for   integrated coastal and marine 
planning and management. The study area includes 1080 km2 of the Southern Ocean, 
271 linear kilometres of coastline and 6740 km2 of land.  In terms of major basins, the 
most southerly sub-catchment of the Glenelg basin (G1), all sub-catchments of the 
Portland Coast basin (P1 to P6), and two southerly sub-catchments of the Hopkins 
basin (H1, H13) were included (Table 1).  The use of existing management units 
(subcatchments) and the association of adjacent State waters with those 
subcatchments allowed data to be summarised in a way that was spatially consistent 
with other management strategies such as the GHCMA River Health Strategy 2004-
2009 (Anon 2004). 
 
 
 
Figure 1.  Extent of study area, showing waterways, boundaries of the coastal sub-catchments of 
the GHCMA region and the limit of State waters.  The location of the study area within the CMA 
region is shown in the inset. 
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Table 1.  Spatial summary of subcatchments within the study area.  * includes waters 
surrounding Lady Julia Percy Island.  Codes represent subcatchment numbers as used in the 
GHCMA River Health Strategy 2004-2009 (Anon. , 2004). 
Subcatchment 
Code Description 
Land area 
(km2) 
Coastline 
length (km) 
Sea area 
(km2) 
G1 Glenelg Estuary 1182 30 138 
P1 Portland and Wattle Creek 342 78 431 
P2 Surrey River 376 18 62 
P3 Fitzroy River 555 7 28 
P4 Darlot Creek 979 12 55 
P5 Eumeralla River 910 33 259* 
P6 Moyne River 831 30 116 
H13 Merri River 1004 14 67 
H1 Hopkins River/Brucknell Creek 556 49 182 
Study Approach 
In order to develop a pilot GIS for recreational fishing, data appropriate to assessing 
this value needed to be sourced, indicators identified, usefulness of the indicators 
assessed by matching quality data to each indicator and the GIS developed by 
constructing the layers (shape files).  The approach taken in preparing the GIS is 
summarised in Figure 2. 
   
 
Publications 
search
Data 
search
Possible 
indicators Spatial data
Current Indicators
With data can be used to develop GIS
Potential Indicators
Minor changes to data collection required before 
Useful in the GIS
GIS layers constructed
Metadata compiled
GIS 
Compiled
Suggestions
How changes to data collection can be made 
to allow these indicators to be used in the GIS
Indicators 
matched to 
spatial data
Output 
(e.g. Maps 1-6)
 
   Figure 2: The approach taken to developing the Recreational Fishing GIS 
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Data identification and indicator selection 
ources of existing data with poS tential relevance to the value of recreational fishing in 
spects of the value of recreational fishing through;  and 
 the 
that 
were 
, 
ciated with recreational fishing was compiled to provide a set 
f possible indicators which were then evaluated to determine if the indicators were 
e 
se 
he list of 
current indicators, the source from which the indicators were obtained, a justification 
 
e 
 
o later in this report.  As can be seen, 24 indicators 
ere identified using this method.  Of these 14 represented measures of 
nvironmental values, 5 of social values, 4 of socio-economic values and 1 of socio-
environmental values.   
 
Table 4 presents the list of potential indicators, their source, justification, coverage 
and some suggested changes that could be made to data collection techniques that 
would allow these indicators to be used in the developed GIS database.  For example 
some data would become more useful if data collection methodologies included the 
collection of site specific information (e.g. postcode, nearest town) that could be 
spatially referenced rather than the broader spatial units commonly used (i.e. basins, 
state regions)  A total of 31 potential indicators were identified of which 23 represent 
possible measures of social values, three of environmental values, two of socio-
economic, two of socio-environmental values and one of economic values. 
the south west region were identified through two main search processes. 
 
1. Searches of relevant  government publications, including regional 
management plans and strategies undertaken to identify indicators with the 
potential to measure a
2. Searches of the metadata in Deakin University’s Geographic Information 
Systems Facility were undertaken to identify existing spatial data with 
relevance to recreational fishing .  
Publications search 
Several major publications in different formats (see Table 2) were examined with
aim of identifying social, economic or environmental issues or factors (indicators) 
could be used to assess the relative value of recreational fishing between areas or 
locations.  The listed publications were selected for examination as they 
considered likely to have a high relevance to recreational fishing. From this literature
information closely asso
o
appropriate for immediate use or whether they had the potential to be used as 
indicators at some future time.  
 
The indicators were thus classified as either current (those with data already availabl
and that could immediately be used to develop the GIS database) or potential (tho
where with minor changes to data collection techniques could have useful data for 
future in the GIS database).  
 
The indicators identified are presented in Tables 3 and 4.  Table 3 presents t
for inclusion as a measure of the values of recreational fishing along with information 
pertaining to spatial and temporal coverage. Suggested changes to data collection are
included which would increase the usability of data collected. Suggestions include th
increase in spatial and temporal resolution of data collection and increase in the 
complexity of the data recorded. This table also identifies the names of associated
data files, which will be referred t
w
e
 4
It is important to recognise that this was a preliminary pu
is by no means exhaustive and that there are other source
blications search.  As such it 
s of information that could 
 (e.g. Australian Bureau of Statistics, Australian Bureau of Agricultural 
an rc
with cal a
funding constraints for this pilot. 
  
 
be accessed
d R soue
lo
e Economics, Local Government Authorities, as well as direct contact 
ngling clubs, etc.). However these were not included due to time and 
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Table 2.  References included in publications search. 
Publicati
Number 
Publica ion on t
1 f Primar rt to t of 
Recreational Fishing Licen Recr al Fishing Licence Tr 5-2006, 
Victoria Australia.  
Department o y Industries (2005). A r
ce Revenue from 
epo
the 
 each House 
eation
of Parliament on the disbursemen
ust Account, 200
2 Commonwealth of Australia (20 e National Re al an  July 2003. 
FRDC Project No. 99/158  W ry an . s). Au  Gove epartment of 
Agriculture, F ries Forestry, Canberra ACT 2601.  
03). Th
. Hen
creation
 Lyle (ed
d Indigenous Fis
stralian
hing Survey
rnment D. G. d J. M
ishe  and 
3 Website nk f Primary Industries Home > Fishing and Aquaculture > Recreational Fishing > 
Fishing Location l Region.  
Website Address: http://w c.gov.au/dse/ .nsf/Link
 Li s: Department o
s > Warrnamboo
eww.dpi.vi nrencm View/697CE3E35059A4D24A2 
56B840000020DC98825F658923C2F4A256DEA0015AC0D 
4 Department o t - Glen  Hopkins Fishery Man . Fisheries 
Victoria Man
f Primar
agement Re
y Industries (2006). Draf
port Ser
elg agement Plan 2006
ies No. 22.  
5 Harty astal Action Plan. Western Coastal Bo, C. (2002). Southwest Estuaries Co ard 
6 Website Links: f P acultu al Fishing > 
Fish Stocking i Native Fish Release 2003/2004
Website Address: http
B1F754E6F182011F4A2568B3 C 7207AB 256BC80 51C-
69EEFF9C35C290694A256DEA00291305-E39D0B560BE22342CA256E970019DB35?open 
Department o
> Information Notes - St
rimary Industries Home > Fishin
ock
gov.au/dpi/n
0006520E-9ED2
g and Aqu
ocs/-
FCA
re > Recreation
.  
006E
ng > 
://www.dpi.vic. reninf.nsf/childd
7F8E
7 Website Links: f P acultu al Fishing > 
Fish Stocking ki Salmonid Fish Release 2003/2
Website Address: http
B1F754E6F182011F4A2568B3 C
69EEFF9C35C290694A256DEA00291305-9B2D315265851D70CA256FA50015 ?open 
Department o
> Information Notes - Stoc
rimary Industries Home > Fishin
gov.au/dpi/n
0006520E-9ED2
g and Aqu
ocs/-
re > Recreation
005.  
C0A6
ng > 
://www.dpi.vic. reninf.nsf/childd
7F8E7207ABFCA256BC80006E51C-
8 Department o al eeting Outcomes - Fish 
Stocking, Fish Population e creat
Victoria Man
f Primar
agement 
y Industries (2006). R
 Survey
Report Ser
egion
r Re
Fisheries Con
ional Fisheries Ma
sultations M
nagemens and oth
ies No. 41. 
t Issues 2006. Fisheries 
9 Website Links: f P acultu al Fishing > 
Go Fishing in Victoria > About G
Web v.a i/n
A1BECEB2A04A256812001DD8 C8 4B3886 A2571D
977C 71D8 n 
Department o
site Address: http
rimary Industries Home > Fishin
o Fishing.  
go
g and Aqu
ocs/-
re > Recreation
://www.dpi.vic. u/dp renfaq.nsf/childd
B43
2F52C44907A4
DB2 17-9
?ope
218A 75DC A000190D9-
CA25 001C5388
10 Depar t of P y Industries Home > Fishin acultu al Fishing > 
ctoria > Getting Started.  
Website Address: http://www.dpi.vic.gov.au/dpi/nrenfaq.nsf/childdocs/-
B43 A1BECEB2A04 681 1DD8 C8 3886 571DA0
87BACA2571DA00156000 en 
Website Links: 
Go Fishing in Vi
tmen rimar g and Aqu re > Recreation
DB2 A25 200 17-9
?op
218A4B 75DCA2 00190D9-
6832AF8CB4F2
11 Department of P y Industries Home > Fishin acultu al Fishing > 
al Fishing L  L  Outle W
sf/childdo
95B829F72E1283B64A256A65 #
Website Links: 
Recre
http://www.dpi.vic.gov
rimar
icense
renfaq.n
000B6247
g and Aqu re > Recreation
ation icense >
.au/dpi/n
ts. 
?open
ebsite Address: 
cs/-43DB2A1BECEB2A04A256812001DD817-
outlets 
12 Website Links: Victorian Water Resources Data Warehouse Home > Browse Index of Stream Condition > 
ehouse_content.aspx?option=5 
Results 2004 
Website Address: www.vicwaterdata.net/vicwaterdata/data_war
13  Catchment Management 
thority, Hamilton, Victoria 
Anon (2004). Glenelg-Hopkins R
Au
iver Health Strategy 2004-2009. Glenelg-Hopkins
14 las of Australian Marine Fishing and Coastal Communities. Bureau of Rural Science.  
Website Address: http://adl.brs.gov.au/mapserv/fishcoast/index.html 
Anon (2002). At
15 Department of Water Re es (1989). Water Victori Enviro ntal Hand . Victorian 
Government Printing Office, Melbourne.
sourc a – An nme book
 
16 Anon (2002). Healthy eal rtm ral Resources & 
Environment , Victorian R e  
 rivers, h
iver Health
thy comm
 Strateg
unities
y Draft, Melbourn
 & regional growth. Depa
, Feb 2002.
ent of Natu
17 Tunbridge B. R,. Rogan, P. ide  Victoria. 
Arth  Institute rg, V
L. & 
 for Enviro
Barnham, C
nmental R
. A. (1991). A gu
ch
to the inland
ictoria.  
 angling waters of
ur Rylah esear , Heidelbe
18 Fish A lia (1997). Th Essential Fishin n. Penguiustra e g Companio n Publishing. 
 
Table 3.  List ndicator f the val eatio sh
 
or n Source 
(see T ble 2) 
C al 
T al 
Coverage 
IS  patial File 
of adopted i s o ue of recr nal fi ing in the Glenelg-Hopkins region.   
Indicat Justificatio
a
urrent Spati
Coverage 
Current 
empor
Potential Improvements in Data for Use in G Associated S
Name(s) 
Number of 
Access Points 
Indication of 
social value  
4 S  
 land-
based angler access, competition with other water-based 
recreational users & maintenance of access following changes 
hcma.shp ite Specific Current Could be broken down into four themes relating to 
recreational fishing: facilities for boat-based angling,
management arrangements 
access_points_g
Water Quality 
environmental 
4, 12, 13 
Subcatchments 
1999 Incorporate 2004 data from ISC website & increase sampling 
density to obtain coverage across GHCMA region coastal_subcatchments.shp 
Indication of 
value 
Reaches & rhs_reaches.shp 
Species 
Diversity 
Indication of 
environmental 
and social value 
3,  5 o 
increase spatial & temporal resolution 
4, Site Specific 2001 Angler diaries noting fish species caught & location t all_fish_point_ghcma.shp 
Number of
Ramp Facilitie
 Boat 
s
g a.shp Indication of 
social value  
4 Site Specific Ongoin Incorporate amount of usage statistics boat_ramps_ghcm
Commercial 
Abalone  
Indication of 
 
e 
14 0.5 degree grid 
 
2000-2002 Obtain access to raw database from PIRVIC to increase abalone_rock_zone54.shp 
ents.shp economic and
social valu
(Coastal only) spatial & temporal resolution coastal_subcatchm
Commercial 
Rock lobster  
Indication of 
economi
social value 
c and 
0. d e 
spatial & temporal resolution 
ne54.shp 14 5 degree gri
(Coastal only) 
2000-2002 Obtain access to raw database from PIRVIC to increas abalone_rock_zo
coastal_subcatchments.shp 
Proportion of 
introduced fish nmental 
& 
Subcatchments 
1989 & 
2002 coastal_subcatchments.shp 
species 
Indication of 
enviro
value 
15 Reaches Increase spatial & temporal resolution of source data rhs_reaches.shp 
 7 
Ecological
Health 
    Indication of 
environmental 
value 
16 Reaches &
Subcatchments 
2002 Increase spatial & temporal resolution of source data rhs_reaches.shp 
coastal_subcatchments.shp 
Estuarine 
Condition 
Indication of 
environmental 
value 
16   Reaches &
Subcatchments 
2002 Increase spatial & temporal resolution of source data rhs_reaches.shp 
coastal_subcatchments.shp 
Recreation 
fishing intensity 
& popularity 
19 97 Indication of 
social value  
6, 17, 18 Reaches & 
Subcatchments 
91, 19
& 2002 
Increase spatial & temporal resolution of source data rhs_reaches.shp 
coastal_subcatchments.shp 
Usage by non-
motorised 
recreational 
   
boats 
Indication of 
social value  
13 Reaches &
Subcatchments 
2002 Increase spatial & temporal resolution of source data rhs_reaches.shp 
coastal_subcatchments.shp 
Usage by 
motorised 
recreational 
 
boats 
Indication of 
social value  
13 Reaches &
Subcatchments 
2002 Increase spatial & temporal resolution of source data rhs_reaches.shp 
coastal_subcatchments.shp 
Usage & 
popularity for value  
& 
Subcatchments 
2002 
coastal_subcatchments.shp 
camping 
Indication of 
social 
13 Reaches Increase spatial & temporal resolution of source data rhs_reaches.shp 
Infrastructure 
and 
economic value  
& 
Subcatchments 
2002 Increase spatial & temporal resolution of source data 
coastal_subcatchments.shp 
Indication of 
social 
13 Reaches rhs_reaches.shp 
Tourism 
intensity/usage 
Indication of 
social and 
economic value  
13 Reaches & 
Subcatchments 
2002 Increase spatial & temporal resolution of source data rhs_reaches.shp 
coastal_subcatchments.shp 
Bank stability Indication of 
environmental 
value 
12 Reaches & 
Subcatchments 
1999 Incorporate 2004 data from ISC website & increase sampling 
density to obtain coverage across GHCMA region 
rhs_reaches.shp 
coastal_subcatchments.shp 
Bed stability Indication of 
environmental 
value 
12 Reaches & 
Subcatchments 
1999 Incorporate 2004 data from ISC website & increase sampling 
density to obtain coverage across GHCMA region 
rhs_reaches.shp 
coastal_subcatchments.shp 
 8 
Impact of 
barriers 
Indication of 
value 
12 Reaches & 1999 Incorporate 2004 data from ISC website & increase sampling rhs_reaches.shp 
al_subcatchments.shp instream environmental Subcatchments density to obtain coverage across GHCMA region coast
Salinity Trend 
Analysis (EC) 
n of 
ental 
value 
12 eaches &
catchmen
orpora ata fro crea
sity t verag ion
Indicatio
environm
 R
Sub
  
ts 
1999 Inc
den
te 2004 d
o obtain co
m ISC website & in
e across GHCMA reg
se sampling 
 
rhs_reaches.shp 
coastal_subcatchments.shp 
Flow deviation Indication of 
environmental 
value 
12 Reaches
Subcatchm
corpor ta from IS  & incre
ensity to erage acro regio nts.shp 
  & 
ents 
1999 I
d
n ate 2004 da
 obtain cov
C website
ss GHCMA 
ase sampling 
n 
rhs_reaches.shp 
coastal_subcatchme
Algal blooms Indication of 
environmental 
value 
12 Reaches
Subcatchm
ase mporal res f source 
ments.shp 
 & 
ents 
2002 Incre spatial & te olution o data rhs_reaches.shp 
coastal_subcatch
Manual river Indication of 12 Reaches & 
Subcatchm
2002 Increase temporal resolution of source data (e.g.
mes m y opene
hp 
 mouth openings environmental 
value 
ents ti
 number of rhs_reaches.s
outh artificiall d annually) coastal_subcatchments.shp
Aquatic life Indication of 
environmental 
12 Reaches & 
Subcatchments 
1999 Incorporate 2004 data from ISC website & in
density to obtain coverage across GHCMA region coastal_subcatchments.shp 
value 
crease sampling rhs_reaches.shp 
Presence of 
Trout/Redfin 
Indication of 
environmental 
value 
12 Reaches 
Subcatchments 
2002 Increase s poral resolution of source 
ents.shp 
& patial & tem data rhs_reaches.shp 
coastal_subcatchm
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Table 4.  List of potential indicators of th alue of n kins region (no
 
So ce
(see Table 2) 
r 
ial, economic, 
environmental) 
Spatial 
Coverage 
poral 
Coverage 
 
e v recreational fishi g in the Glenelg-Hop t used in GIS). 
Indicator ur  Type of Indicato
(soc
Current Current Tem Potential Improvements in Data for
Use in GIS 
Number of Recreational Fishing 
Licenses sold 
 
 number of 
anglers 
  1, 2 Indication of social 
value &
Statewide Annual Record postcodes to identify spatial 
coverage of anglers 
Total money raised through sale of 
Recreational Fishing Licenses 
ic  s 
ic value (would be correlated 
1 Indication of econom
value 
Statewide Annual Relate total money raised to postcode
to identify spatial coverage of 
econom
with number of RFLs sold) 
Number of projects initiated through 1 ion of social Annual th other projects 
recreational fishing license fees 
(Recreational Fishing Grant Program) 
Indicat
value  
Site Specific 
& Statewide 
Could be combined wi
relevant to recreational fishing (e.g. 
Coastal Landcare, Fishcare, etc) 
Total money spent on projects initiated 
fees 
) 
1 ion of economic Annual th other projects 
through recreational fishing license 
(Recreational Fishing Grant Program
Indicat
value 
Site Specific 
& Statewide 
Could be combined wi
relevant to recreational fishing (e.g. 
Coastal Landcare, Fishcare, etc) 
Total money spent on fishing related 
expenses 
2 Indication of economic 
value 
Statewide 2003 o, for 
osts, bait 
Can currently be broken down int
example, accommodation c
costs, etc.  
Number of anglers 4 
value  
N/A Surveys to be 
implemented as 
fundi omes 
available  
ld be 
rably GPS) 
Indication of social 
ng bec
Spatial location of anglers shou
noted (prefe
Number of Anglers (also presented 
proportion of households with angl
over last y
as 
ers 
ear) 
social  
S  
 
region 
2 Indication of 
value  
Statewide & 
W Region
2000 Survey may allow number of anglers
to be further broken down in the SW 
 10 
Number of Days Fished (overall) 2 Indication of social 
value  
Statewide 2001 Survey may allow number of anglers 
to be further broken down in the SW 
region 
Number of Days Fished (per angler) 2 Indication of social 
value  
rs 
 broken down in the SW 
region 
Statewide 2001 Survey may allow number of angle
to be further
Number of Fishing Trips (Events) 2 Indication of social 
value  
Statewide  
e SW 
2001 Survey may allow number of anglers 
to be further broken down in th
region 
Number of Hours Fished 2 Indication of social  2001 s 
value  
Statewide Survey may allow number of angler
to be further broken down in the SW 
region 
Number & species of native fish 
released 
4, 6 2  Indication of social 
value  
Site Specific 
(Waterway) 
003/04 Ideally the GPS location of release 
points should be used 
Number & species of salmonids released 4, 7 Indication of social Site Specific 2004 cation of release 
value  (Waterway) 
Ideally the GPS lo
points should be used 
Number of native fish proposed for 
released 
8 ion of social 
value  
Site Specific 
(Waterway) 
2006/07 Indicat Ideally the GPS location of release 
points should be used 
Number of salmonids proposed for 8 Indication of social Site Specific 
(W ay) 
2006/07 
released value  aterw
Ideally the GPS location of release 
points should be used 
Number & species of bait fish N/A Indication of social &
environmental value 
 
only 
 
Estuaries 2002 Ideally the GPS location of bait fish 
locations should be used & extension 
of data collection into freshwater
reaches & coastal waters 
Number of bait collection sites N/A Indication of social 
environmental value 
& N/A N/A Survey of bait collectors for species, 
abundances, location, times & 
frequencies 
Recreational Harvest of Key Target 
Species 
& 
ral resolution 
of data 
2 Indication of social 
economic value  
Statewide 2003 Marine & estuarine creel surveys to 
increase spatial & tempo
Number of Glenelg Spiny Crayfish 4 Indication of 
 
Glenelg 
im as 
funding becomes 
available  
Location of harvest should be noted 
Harvested environmental value River 
Surveys to be 
plemented 
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Creel surveys from angler diarists 4, 5 & 
Hopkins & 
Glenelg 
Lim far. 
be 
implemented as 
funding becomes 
ional coastal 
waterways  
Indication of social 
economic value  
Limited thus 
far for the 
Rivers 
ited thus 
Surveys to 
available  
Location of creel surveys to be noted 
preferably with GPS & expand 
monitoring to all reg
Number of 'Family Fishing Events' 9 Site Specific 
lis is 
N/A r fishing 
s, etc) 
ing events 
initiated through the 'Go Fishing' Project 
- Victorian Government 
Indication of social 
value  (no events 
t hed for t
region) 
Could be combined with othe
or tourism events (e.g. fishing 
competitions, charted fishing trip
& record location of fish
Number of angling clubs 10 S  sioIndication of social 
value  
ite Specific Current Convert to spatial dataset for inclu
in GIS database 
n 
Number of angling club members 2 Indication of social St e 2000 Contact individual angling clubs for 
 value  
atewid
number of members each to increase
spatial resolution 
Number of Recreational Fishing License 11 Indication of economic Sit ic Current Could be combined with other fishing 
ait 
parately) 
r 
inclusion in GIS database 
outlets value  
e Specif
related outlets (e.g. tackle shops, b
shops, etc or each assessed se
& convert to spatial dataset fo
Areas of suitable habitat for Black 4, 5 
Bream, Estuary Perch, Mulloway & 
Glenelg Spiny Crayfish 
nmental value 
 Su s  be 
implemented as 
funding becomes 
undaries for 
use in GIS database) & sample 
Indication of 
enviro
N/A rvey to
available  
Location of suitable area should be 
noted (preferably map bo
representatively across Glenelg-
Hopkins region  
Number of Boats Used for Fishing 2 Indication of social S e 2001 Record registration details to identify 
 value  
tatewid
spatial coverage of boat anglers
Number of boat trailers in carpark 4 Indication of social 
value & number of 
be 
implemented as 
fund mes 
be 
anglers 
Site Specific Surveys to 
ing beco
available  
Location of each boatramp should 
noted (preferably GPS) 
Number of applications for new or 4 Indication of social Sit fic Ongoing Location of each boatramp should be 
upgrading of boat launching facilities value  
e Speci
noted (preferably GPS) 
 12 
13 
Number of appli
upgrading of road & trac
Indic  o
valu (
Water Quality Indic  o
envir ent lue 
ite
s
cations for new 
k access
or 
 
4
4, 
 
13 
ation
e  
ation
onm
f soc
f 
al va
ial S
S
ite Specific Ongoing 
 Specific 2004 
Location of road or tracks to be n
preferably GPS) 
Relate locations to current 
ubcatchments & river reach 
management units 
oted 
Fishery Officer Activity:  o io Indic  o ial 
valu
R
(
1  Number f Educat n Contacts ation
e  
f soc egional  
South-
West) 
Annual Location of each contact should 
noted (preferably GPS) 
be 
Fishery Officer Activity: C te Indic  o ial 
valu
R
( note
1  Fishing linics At ndance ation
e  
f soc egional  
South-
West) 
Annual Location of each clinic should be
d (preferably GPS) 
 
Fishery Officer Activity: Nu  o  I ns Indication o ial 
value  
R
(
Loc
be n
1 mber f Angler nspectio f soc egional  
South-
West) 
Annual ation of each inspection shou
oted (preferably GPS) 
ld 
Fishery Officer Activity: An  Meeti ttendance Indication of social 
value  
R
(
Loc
be n
1 gling Club ng A  egional  
South-
West) 
Annual ation of each meeting should
oted (preferably GPS) 
 
Fishery Officer Activity:  of F eleas R
(
Loc be 
note
1  Number ish R es Attended Indicatio
value  
n of social egional  
South-
West) 
Annual ation of each release should 
d (preferably GPS) 
Fishery Officer Activity:  of F g Eve d R
(
Loc e 
note
1  Number ishin nts Atten ed Indicatio
value  
n of social egional  
South-
West) 
Annual ation of each events should b
d (preferably GPS) 
Fishery Officer Activity: Nu  of C Briefs s 
Prepared 
I
v
R
(
Loc
sho  
1 mber ourt /Hearing ndicatio
alue  
n of social egional  
South-
West) 
Annual ation of each infringement 
uld be noted (preferably GPS)
Fishery Officer Activity: Fis rvey Results I ial 
v
R
(
Inco 1 h Su ndicatio
alue  
n of soc egional  
South-
West) 
Annual rporated with creel surveys 
Fishery Officer Activity: Nu  of Fish Fatality Attendan I ial 
v
R
(
Loc e 
note
1 egional  
South-
West) 
Annual mber ces ndicatio
alue  
n of soc ation of each fatality should b
d (preferably GPS) 
 
Geographic data layer search 
A search of the existing spatial data sources in the Deakin depository (Table 5) 
identified 25 data layers as having potential relevance for recreational fishing as a 
coastal value. It was found that many of the indicators identified in the publications 
search overlapped substantially with existing geographic data layers.  All current 
indicators were found to be associated with the data layers identified and could be 
immediately used in the GIS.  The potential indicators were not closely associated 
with any of the existing data layers, however, it would be relatively easy to compile 
rs if s to data collection sugg
Table 4 were followed.  
ed to te, reliable data for the
ional fishing GI an existing layer identi
 species was available, the hing sites and associated 
entified as a signific gap.  It was conside
ir location was a hi dicator for recreationa  
yers existed.  To fil ent was reached
Explore Australia Publishing  to tion from the Victorian 
), which was mbined with the ex
h from the V l Response Atlas.  A lt 
spatial databases were e development of the GIS (Table 
l data held at Deak  for indicators 
ustodian 
data layers for the potential indicato  the change ested in 
 
As a result 23 indicators were deem  have adequa  
development of a recreat S. Although fying 
estuarine fish location of coastal fis
target species was id ant knowledge red that 
target species and the gh priority in l fishing
yet no current data la l this gap an agreem  with 
 digitise spatial informa
Fishing Atlas (Anon, 2002c  subsequently co isting 
information on estuarine fis ictorian Oil Spil s a resu
24 indicators with  used in th
6). 
Table 5.  Sources of spatia in University that were examined
related to coastal values. 
Source Owner / C
Corporate Geospatial Data Library mary Industries, 
ironment) 
State of Victoria (Dept Pri
ity & EnvDept Sustainabil
Oil Spill Response Atlas water Resources In itute 
 collaboration with Mari  
Marine and Fresh st
ne(MAFRI) in
Safety Victoria 
Glenelg Hopkins River Health Strategy  Catchment Management  Glenelg Hopkins
Authority 
Victorian Fishing Atlas  Publication Explore Australia
Assessment of Coastal and Marine 
access points in the south-west region o
Victoria 
f
y (honours thesis) 
 
Deakin Universit
The Australian Beach Safety And 
anagement Program (ABSAMP)M (data
ase) 
 
Surf Life Saving Australia 
b
The Atlas of Australian Marine Fishing 
and Coastal Communities 
Bureau of Rural Sciences, Australia 
Government 
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Recreational Fishing Spatial Database 
With indicators for recreational fishing established and useful data layers identified 
the Recreational Fishing GIS could be developed.  This  involved prioritising the 
indicators, establishing the datasets to provide information about each indicator and 
developing appropriate spatial data such as, geodatabase features, shapefiles and  
Table 6.  Indicators associated with spatial datasets included in the GIS, grouped by relevance to 
recreational fishing. 
Indicator of recreational fishing  Coverage Example 
Highest Relevance 
Locations of target fish species Coastal region / Estuarine Maps 1, 2 
Popularity for recreational fishing Waterways Map 1 
Presence of trout/redfin Waterways Map 3 
Boat ramps All Map 4 
Beach/coast access Coastal region Map 4 
River access quality Waterways Map 4 
Water quality score Waterways (fresh) Map 5 
Moderate Relevance 
Commercial lobster catch Coastal region Map 6 
Commercial abalone catch Coastal region Map 6 
Estuary condition Estuaries  
Combined river health Waterways (fresh)  
Popularity for tourism Waterways/sub-catchments  
Degree of flow diversion Waterways/sub-catchments  
Some Relevance 
Motor boating popularity Waterways  
Camping facilities/use Waterways/sub-catchments  
Aquatic life score Waterways (fresh)  
History of algal blooms Waterways  
Marginal relevance 
Proportion of introduced fish spp. Waterways (fresh)  
Boating popularity (non-motor) Waterways  
Bank instability Waterways (fresh)  
Bed instability Waterways (fresh)  
Impact of barriers to fish migration Waterways  
Long-term conductivity/salinity trend Waterways (fresh)  
Likely to be Important but Relationship Unclear 
Artificial estuary mouth openings Estuaries  
 
 
related attributes for each of the indicators.  Indicator prioritisation was undertaken
order to assist managers in assessing the relevance of individual indicators to 
recreationa
 in 
l fishing when using the GIS. The indicators were grouped into one of four 
ategories based on the professional opinion of the authors.  These categories were: 
 
e relevance of artifical estuary opening  to recreational 
shing was not clearly determine, however, it was considered to be of importance and 
no doubt there a relationship exists.   
c
highly relevant, moderately relevant, of some relevance and marginally relevant.  All
indicators except artifical estuary mouth opening could be easily fitted into one of 
these categories (Table 6).  Th
fi
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The next step was to develop spatial files for each of the indicators from the identified 
existing data layers.  Metadata (information about the source, quality, condition and
extent of the data) for each of the data layers that were used to source spatial data for 
 
 GIS is provided in  1.  This sourced data was use
t indicato
d w esente tial data has 
been represented in a Cartesian projection using Zone 54 of GDA94. These data files 
are provided on CD with this data report and is also oused at Deakin 
Universities (Warrnambool Campus) data depositor
 
Individually located data allow queries for specific  be made 
for particular requirements while summary data, pro nt level, 
allows for use across a broader spatial scale (e.g. for regional summaries).  For ease of 
 a ith one or more higher-level spatial files.  A 
directory of file locations for each indicator is provided in Table 7.  Metadata 
associated with each higher-level file and files used cluded in 
 
 
se of Recreatio l Fishing Database
oduced in this pilot study can be used for 
spatial analyses of indicators of recreational fishing the region 
depicting the indicator information or for further an e of recreational 
t the subcatchment scale.  Maps 1 – 6 prov isual outputs 
that can be produced using the database.  These ma ost 
dicators (Ta demonstrate how data from different indicators can 
be combined in a single output.  The visual outputs ight associations or raise 
questions about the value of recreational fishing and way for 
lysis.   
While examples of potential output are provided in  value of the 
database can only be realised by taking advantage of the flexib
 GIS off rtant to recogni ded here can 
be customised by coastal managers .  For example, ment of 
lating to fishing locations can be queried by target 
 combined with other sources of dat y  (e.g. 
distance from boat ramps and coastal access points) ent 
ithin the GIS environment, queries can be run using one or several current 
indicators using either the summary data at the subc or more spatially-
explicit data.  In the future potential indicators of re  indicators of 
 may be ad se.  This expanded database would allow 
yses and as tiple values  management 
decisions. 
 
f the GIS w  of GIS software or training in the use 
of that software.  Maps produced using the GIS hel d results of 
analyses to wider audiences. 
the Appendix d to 
A summary of data files 
construct 6 
different spatial files us
and fields associate
eful for each of the curren
ith each indicator is pr
rs. 
  All spad in Table 7.
 permanently h
y.     
locations and/or areas to
vided at the subcatchme
use, summary data is ssociated w
 to derive them are in
Appendix 1.
U
The Recreational Fishing Spatial Database pr
na  
, to produce maps of 
alysis of the valu
fishing a ide examples of the v
ps were produced for the m
relevant in ble 6) and 
 may highl
 this could pave the 
further ana
  
these maps, the main
ility and analytical 
capability that ers. It is impo se that the GIS provi
in the case of manage
particular fish species, th
fish species and
e layers re
a such as accessibilit
managem or intensity of 
actions.  W
atchment level 
creational fishing and
other values
similar anal
ded to the databa
sessment of mul for planning and
The users o ill require a knowledge
p illustrate patterns an
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Table 7:  Directory of indicator file locations.  H own in bold.  
 are also  as MapInfo tables. * - point, line and polygon 
information combined to ‘SW_FISH_MERGE_ALL
Description Coverage me (.shp) 
parentheses) 
igher-level layers sh
All shapefiles  provided
.tab’. 
File na
Field name (in 
Locations of target fish species tchments 
ma 
a_cents 
ts 
_ghcma* 
_ghcma 
a 
Coastal region / Estuarine coastal_subca
all_fish_point 
e_ghcma fish_merg
estuaries_ghc
estuaries_ghcm
sw_fish_line_ghcma* 
sh_line_ghcma_censw_fi
sw_fish_poly
sw_fish_poly_cents
v_est_fish_from66_ghcm
Popularity for recreational fishing Waterways 
ments 
rhs_reaches 
(FISHING) 
coastal_subcatch
(FISHING) 
Presence of trout/redfin Waterways 
nts 
rhs_reaches 
 (TRT_RFIN)
coastal_subcatchme
(TRT_RFIN) 
Boat ramps All 
a_cent 
ents 
boat_ramps_ghcm
hcm
a 
boat_ramps_g
coastal_subcatchm
(BOAT_RAMPS) 
Beach/coast access Coastal region 
ments 
access_points_gh
atch
cma 
coastal_subc
(C_ACCESS) 
River access quality Waterways rhs_reaches 
(INFRA1) 
atchments coastal_subc
(INFRA) 
Water quality score Waterways (fresh) 
hments 
rhs_reaches 
(WQSCORE) 
atccoastal_subc
(WQ) 
Commercial lobster catch Coastal region 
) 
Abalone_Rock_zone54 
chments coastal_subcat
M(RL_KG_SU
Commercial abalone catch Coastal region 54 Abalone_Rock_zone
coastal_subcatchments 
UM) (AB_KG_S
Estuary c tion Estuaries s 
(ESTUARINE_) 
coastal_subcatchments 
(ECONDITION) 
rhs_reacheondi
Combined river health Waterways (fresh) rhs_reaches 
(ECO_HEALTH) 
coastal_subcatchments 
(EH) 
Popularity for tourism Waterways/subcatchments rhs_reaches 
(TOURISM) 
coastal_subcatchments 
(TOUR) 
 Degree of flow diversion Waterways/subcatchments rhs_reaches 
(FLOW_DEV_1) 
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coastal_subcatchments 
(FLOW) 
Motor boating
Camping facilities/u
Aquatic life sco
History of
Proportion
Boating po
Bank instab
Bed instab
Impact of 
migration 
Long-term
trend 
Artificial est
 popularity Waterways rhs_reaches 
(MOTOR_BOAT) 
coastal_subcatchments 
(MOTOR) 
se Waterways/subcatchments rhs_reaches 
(CAMPING) 
coastal_subcatchments 
(CAMP) 
re Waterways (fresh) rhs_reaches 
(AQUALIFE) 
coastal_subcatchments 
(AL) 
 algal blooms Waterways rhs_reaches 
(ALGAL_BLOO) 
coastal_subcatchments 
(ALG_BLOOM) 
 of introduced fish spp. Waterways (fresh) rhs_reaches 
(FISH_PROPO) 
coastal_subcatchments 
(FISHPROP) 
pularity (non-motor) Waterways rhs_reaches 
(NON_MOTOR_) 
coastal_subcatchments 
(NONMOTOR) 
ility Waterways (fresh) rhs_reaches 
(BANK_STABI) 
coastal_subcatchments 
(BANK_STAB) 
ility Waterways (fresh) rhs_reaches 
(BED_STAB_1) 
coastal_subcatchments 
(BED_STAB) 
barriers to fish Waterways rhs_reaches 
(FISH_BARR) 
coastal_subcatchments 
(FISH_BARR) 
 conductivity/salinity Waterways (fresh) rhs_reaches 
(TREND_ANAL) 
coastal_subcatchments 
(EC_TREND) 
uary mouth openings Estuaries rhs_reaches 
(RIVER_MOUT) 
coastal_subcatchments 
(MOUTH) 
 
 
  
 
 
Map 1.  Recreational fishing popularity, location and diversity of target species. 
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Map 2.  Diversity of target species in subcatchment units (excluding trout and redfin).
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Map 3. Distribution of introduced freshwater target species and relative importance by subcatchment.
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Map 4.  Access locations including road access ratings of reaches, locations of boat ramps, coastal access points and subcatchment rankings.
 22 
 
 
Map 5.  Water quality scores by reach and subcatchment (derived from freshwater Index of Stream Condition).
 23 
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Map 6.  Commercial catches of abalone and southern rock lobster by subcatchm one. Indicative of recreational resource. ent z
 
 Limitations and Challenges  
 
r development of GIS for coastal and marine values.   
ors 
s 
g 
sented in Tables 3 and 4 
ere considered the most appropriate for each of the indicators although it is 
 (and this is often the case).   
 include will be contextual 
 
es, though such weighting is probably best addressed during analyses using 
e GIS as a tool.  Trial of the recreational fishing spatial database by planners and 
de 
s as a 
riority action and  provides an early opportunity for developing linkages between 
piled 
ce of this species in the Glenelg estuary (see Glenelg Hopkins Fishery 
anagement Plan 2006). 
e tables 
In the production of this GIS a number of limitations were identified.  It is important 
to recognise these, as they are issues that have relevance not only for the output from
his pilot study but also for furthet
 
Selecting the indicat
Indicator selection was often a subjective procedure.  Many indicators potentially 
represented social, economic and environmental aspects of recreational fishing. For 
instance, the stocking of fish may be considered an indicator of social value as it ha
the capacity to increase social recreational fishing activities. However, fish stockin
may also increase the economic value of the fishery as more money is spent on 
fishing or impact on the environmental value with changes in fish assemblage 
tructure. The justifications for indicator inclusion that are pres
w
acknowledged that multiple choices could have been made
As values are a human construct the choice of indicators to
and thus it will be difficult to avoid subjective decisions. 
 
Number of indicators 
For values where there are many potential indicators (such as recreational fishing) it 
may be necessary to refine the process of prioritising indicators to maximise 
efficiency in development of a broader GIS.  Development of a method of weighting
each indicator according to management issues/questions may also be necessary in 
these cas
th
managers would be likely to identify the importance and nature of such a method. 
 
Issues of scale 
The search for indicators and data highlighted logistical problems relating to the use 
of indicators based on available datasets.  Indicators resulting from new management 
actions, including some of those listed in Table 4, could be easily modified to inclu
a spatially explicit component.  This study has identified such modification
p
future projects and this GIS database at appropriate spatial and temporal scales. For 
example limitations may exist when using state-wide or national datasets to address a 
regional scale issue. This is illustrated by recreational fish species records com
from multiple spatial sources across the state of Victoria. None of these datasets 
identify mulloway as a target species however regional reports indicate the 
importan
M
 
 
Knowledge gaps 
Knowledge gaps and limitations of data are recognised in this report and are also 
detailed in metadata tables.  Strategies for improving datasets are listed in th
from the current and future publications search.  Many of these involve low-cost 
incorporation of spatial information into planned and existing management, 
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educational and enforcement activities.  Such data could then be easily translated into 
or inclusion in the database. 
ideration may be required to determine the added value of more 
st 
 
e of sources collected across varying scales, both spatial and 
. 
r the development of a larger GIS for coastal values, was 
uccessful in demonstrating that indicators for recreational fishing based on existing 
anagement area.  It quickly 
ecame clear that there were many potential indicators for recreational fishing that 
 a spatial 
.  
d so 
corporation of such values into a larger database would require relatively less work.  
, if not 
.g. fish diversity, 
ecreational boating, water sports, boat ramps and commercial fisheries).   
s a management tool, this database will be most useful where managers have some 
ll 
crease the flexibility of the tool and allow for tailoring of output to specific 
chments to be prioritised for action regarding recreational 
shing. 
IS by appropriately skilled/trained planners and managers could provide 
portant feedback on the structure of the GIS.  Such feedback would be useful for 
 This 
t of 
ultiple values.  Due to the success of this project in 
eveloping a GIS for recreation fishing it is recommended that such an extension be 
l 
spatial data layers f
 
It is important to recognise that much of the easily available data was environmental 
nd that some consa
socio-economic data to the GIS. 
 
 
sing existing data U
As for all tools that make use of existing data, both quantity and quality of data mu
be assessed before use in management decisions.  Data layers include information
rom a wide rangf
temporal.  While spatial issues are more easily dealt with in GIS, temporal issues 
including currency and variability of data, as well as required update frequencies, 
eed to be considered in further development of this systemn
 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
This study, as a pilot fo
s
data can form the basis for a GIS database useful for quickly identifying and 
comparing assets and relative values of recreational fishing across the various coastal 
subcatchments within the Glenelg Hopkins Catchment M
b
could be based on existing datasets, some of which were already available in
format. 
 
Development of the pilot database also showed that the methodology used to create 
the database was useful and could easily be replicated for other priority coastal values
It is likely that for some of these values, the number of indicators would be less an
in
This was also illustrated by the number of other values for which at least some
all, available indicators were included in this current database (e
r
 
A
GIS experience, or have good access to in-house GIS expertise.  Such knowledge wi
in
management issues.  For example, undertaking spatial analysis such as multi criteria 
analysis will allow subcat
fi
 
Trial of the G
im
expansion of the GIS to include indicators of other high-priority coastal values. 
would result in an easily-queried tool for interactive and simultaneous assessmen
multiple indicators of m
d
undertaken to assist stakeholders and managers is assessing other important coasta
values.   
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Appendix 1: G SI  Layer Metadata 
 
DAT T 
 
Aba k_zone5
Title: Comm rn Rock Lobster 
catch
Custodian: Deakin University GIS Facility (Warrnambool) 
Jurisdiction: Western Coastal Board 
 
Abstrac
rn Rock 
 
Australian Marine Fishing and Coastal Communities.  
(available online at URL: 
[http://adl.brs.gov.au/mapserv/fishcoast/index.html]- accessed 
04/12/06).         
eographic Extent: Glenelg Hopkins Catchment Management Authority Coastal 
nts ( f Pe ough torian/South 
der).
DATASET CURRENCY: 
lection:                 04/12/06 
2000 
ate: 2
Active 
Update Frequency: As required 
: 
): cVie hap M
Available F  Digital – all major formats avail
Projection:  GDA 1994, datum MGA Zone 54 
 
ASE
lone_Roc 4
 ercial Abalone (Black Lip) and Southe
 statistics for years 2000-2002. 
DESCRIPTION           Polygon Feature 
t: This layer contains polygon features describing commercial 
catch information for Abalone (Black Lip) and Southe
Lobster.   Data for this layer was derived from the Atlas of
 
G
Sub-catchme
Australia bor
West o
   
terbor  to Vic
 
 
 
Data Col
Beginning Date: 
Ending D 002 
 
DATASET STATUS: 
 
Progress: 
Maintenance & 
 
DATASET ACCESS
 
Stored Data Format(s
ormat Type(s):
  Ar w S efile and apinfo Table 
able 
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DATA QUALITY: 
 
 
 
Data Set O
Originality: 
rigin: 
s of tral  
Communities.   
Published:  Available o  
rs.g u/m i
 m
                        ries management area polygons were digitised i
984 and A 1 , da A  
d c ) an VP s
rine Fishing and Coastal Communities for the years 2000-
 CONTENT:  
4  TA   
It IteWidth 
Title: Atla Aus ian Marine Fishing and Coastal
 
 
nline at
apserv/f
URL: 
shcoast/index.html]  [http://adl.b ov.a
 
Data collection
 
ethod. 
              Fishe
WGS-1
were assigne
Australian Ma
n geographic projection 
 Zone 54.  Polygons
 from Atlas of 
 converted to GD
atch weights (kg
994
d G
tum MG
($) value
2002.       
 
DATA
ATTRIBUTES 
Abalone_Rock_zone5  ATTRIBUTE BLE
 
Item Full Name em Name m Item Type Notes 
Abalone landed (kg) 
in 2000 AB_KG_2000 16 Number
Atlas of Australian Marine 
Fishing and Coastal 
Communities. 
Abalone landed (kg) AB_KG_2001 16 Number
lian Marine 
Fishing and Coastal 
Communities. 
AB_KG_2002 16 Number
Atlas of Australian Marine 
Fishing and Coastal 
Communities. 
 of total abalone 
landed  (kg) for 2000, 
2001, 2002 
AB_KG_SUM 16 Number
Atlas of Australian Marine 
Fishing and Coastal 
Communities. 
Abalone Gross Value 
Product ($) for 2000 AB_GVP_00 16 Number
Atlas of Australian Marine 
Fishing and Coastal 
Communities. 
Abalone Gross Value 
Product ($)for 2001 AB_GVP_01 16 Number
Atlas of Australian Marine 
Fishing and Coastal 
Communities. 
Abalone Gross Value 
Product ($) for 2002 AB_GVP_02 16 Number
Atlas of Australian Marine 
Fishing and Coastal 
Communities. 
Atlas of Austra
in 2001 
Abalone landed (kg) 
in 2002 
Sum
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Sum of abalone 
Gross Value Product _SUM 16 Number
Atlas of Australian Marine 
Fishing and Coastal 
Communities. ($) for 2000, 2001, AB_GVP
2002 
Southern Rock of Australian Marine 
oastal 
 
RL_KG_2001 16 Number
Atlas of Australian Marine 
Fishing and Coastal 
Communities. 
ded (kg) 
in 2002 
arine 
Sum of total 
Southern Rock 
Lobster landed (kg) 
for 2000, 2001, 2002 
arine 
Rock Lobster Gross 
Value Product ($) for 16 Number
rine 
Fishing and Coastal 
Communities. 
 
2000 
Atlas of Australian Marine 
oastal 
Rock Lobster Gross 
ct ($) for RL_GVP_02 16 Number
Atlas of Australian Marine 
Fishing and Coastal 
Communities. 
 of Rock Lobster 
($) for 2000, 2001, 16 Number
Atlas of Australian Marine 
Fishing and Coastal 
Communities. 
Lobster landed (kg) 
in 2000 
RL_KG_2000 16 Number Fishing and C
Communities. 
Atlas 
Southern Rock
Lobster landed (kg) 
in 2001 
ock Southern R
Lobster lan RL_KG_2002 16 Number
Atlas of Australian M
Fishing and Coastal 
Communities. 
RL_KG_SUM 16 Number
Atlas of Australian M
Fishing and Coastal 
Communities. 
RL_GVP_00 
Atlas of Australian Ma
2000 
Rock Lobster Gross 
Value Product ($) for RL_GVP_01 16 Number Fishing and C
Communities. 
Value Produ
2000 
Sum
Gross Value Product RL_GVP_SUM
2002 
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DATASET 
access_points_ ghcma 
Title: Coastal access points of the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment 
Management Region (Coastal Catchments) 
Custodian: Deakin University GIS Facility (Warrnambool)
 
DESCRIPTION         
Abstract: 
points in the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment Management 
Region.  The layer was synthesized from Surf Life Saving 
layer 
and m n of Victoria” 
completed by Maryanne Bartlett (2002), Deakin University, 
Warrnambool.  
ent Authority Coastal Sub-
 (West erborough to Victorian/South 
rder)
ET CURRENCY: 
traction:   29/11/06 
pdated:
ET STATUS: 
 
uency
CCE
 Form ArcV  Shape p
ormat Type(s): Digital – all major formats available 
 1994, m MG
 
 
Jurisdiction: Western Coastal Board 
  Point Feature 
This layer contains point features identifying coastal access 
Australia layer “accessv_point” (ABSAMP database) and 
“type” from Honours thesis “An assessment of coastal 
arine access points in the south west regio
 
 
eographic Extent: Glenelg Hopkins CatchmG
catchments
Australia bo
 of Pet
 
 
 
DATAS
 
Data Ex
Data last u
 
 30/07/07  
DATAS
 
Progress: Active 
Maintenance &
Update Freq
 
: As required 
DATASET A
 
SS: 
Stored Data
Available F
at(s):  iew file and Ma info Table 
Projection:  GDA datu A Zone 54 
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DATA QUA
 
LITY:
Map input scale: 
1:25,000 
igin: 
riginality: thesized from Surf L
“accessv_point” (ABSAMP database) and 
is “An essme  a
o a”
rtlett ( 02), Dea rs
ction Method: see – access_point and “An assessm
 acces ints in e
(Bartlett, 2002  - Honours, unpublish
NT: 
 
ghcm E TAB  
ull Name Item Name Item 
Width 
Item Type 
 
 
Data Set Or
         O  Data syn ife Saving Australia layer 
layer “type” from 
Honours thes
points in the south west regi
 ass nt of coastal
n of Victori
nd marine access 
 completed by 
Maryanne Ba 20 kin Unive ity, Warrnambool.  
 
 
Data Colle ent of coastal and 
st region of Victoria marine s po  the south w
ed)  
 
DATA CONTE
ATTRIBUTES
 
access_points_
  
Item F
a ATTRIBUT LE
Notes 
Beach Name BEACH 30 String Beach Name 
No Vehicular 
Access NO_VEH_AC 30 True/False 
True/False is 
Sealed 
SEALED_VEH 30 T e to this 
GRAVEL_VEH 30 True/False hicular access to this 
icular 
ccess DIRT_VEH 30 True/False 
hicular access to this 
beach dirt? 
Sealed Foot 
Access  SEALEDFOOT 30 True/False 
Is the foot access to this 
beach sealed? 
Sandy Foot 
Access  SANDY_FOOT 30 True/False 
Is the foot access to this 
beach sand? 
Rough Foot 
Access ROUGH_FOOT 30 True/False 
Is the foot access to this 
beach rough? 
No Foot Access NO_FOOT 30 True/False Is there no foot access to this beach? 
Low Foot 
Access LOW_FOOT 30 True/False 
Is there low foot access to 
this beach? 
Moderate Foot 
Access MOD_FOOT 30 True/False 
Is there moderate foot access 
to this beach? 
Is there no vehicle access to 
this beach? 
Is there boat access to th
beach? Boat Access BOAT_AC 30 
Vehicular 
Access 
Gravel 
rue/Fals Is the vehicular access beach sealed? 
Vehicular 
Access 
irt Veh
Is the ve
beach gravel? 
Is the veD
A
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Steep Foot 
Access STEEP_FOOT 30 True/False 
Is there steep foot access to 
this beach? 
Bus BUS 30 True/False bus to this beac
30 True/False Is there public
Is there public transport by 
h? 
Train TRAIN  transport by train to this beach? 
Is there public transport by 
ferry to this beach? 
une Fencing DUNE_FENCE 30 True/False Is there protective dune fencing at this beach? 
EN trances 
Parking Area PA a vehicle parking h? 
Sealed Parking 
Area SEAL_PARK 30 True/False 
aled vehicle 
parking area at this beach? 
STR Is there street parking at this 
Number of 
arking spaces CAR_SPACES 6 Number Number of parking spaces 
from access TO_BEACH 6 Number Distance to beach in metres 
6 Number 
Unique identifier in 
accessv_point (ABSAMP, 
Bartlett 2002, Hons) 
30 String 
Where the map was sourced 
from. SLSA= Surf Life 
Saving Australia, MB= 
Bartlett 2002, (Hons)  
ATA_ID 30 String Data source + Unique identifier in original dataset 
2WD  Is there 2WD access to this beach? 
cular 
Access 4WD alse 
Is there 4WD access to this 
beach? 
Ferry FERRY 30 True/False 
D
Number o
Entrances TRANCES 6 Number Number of en
RK_AREA 30 True/False Is there area at this beac
Is there a se
f 
Street Parking 
 EETPARK 30 True/False beach? 
p
Dist. to beach 
point 
Shape identifier SHP_ID 
Data Source DATASOURCE 
Data identifier D
2WD Vehicular  30 True/FalseAccess 
4WD Vehi  30 True/F
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DAT T 
All_
Title: 
Region
(Explo
Custodian: Deaki
Client Weste
 
DESCRIPTION Point
Abstract: This la
Manag
SWFis d 
(estuar
  
Geographic Extent: Glenel ents (West of 
 Victorian/South Australia border) 
 
DAT T CURRENCY: 
Data C
: 
 
DATASET ACCESS: 
  View Sh efile an
Available Format Type(s): Digital – all major formats available 
 DA 1994, um 
 
DATA QUALITY: 
Map rectification scale: 
 
c-war-hopkinsriver map :89,750 
vic-war-portfairy map:  1:79,650 
 
ortlandbay map 558,900 
Data Set Origin: 
 The Vi an fi l
blished: E lore 
Yarra, Victoria 
 
 Title: Oil Spill Response Atlas
ASE
FISH_POINT_v2 
 Fish species points of the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment Management 
 from OSRA 1.6 (estuaries) and The Victorian Fishing Atlas 
re Australia). 
n University GIS Facility (Warrnambool) 
rn Coastal Board : 
 Feature 
yer contains fish species in the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment 
ement Region merged from files: SWFish_Poly_GHCMA_cent, 
h_Line_GHCMA_cent, Estuaries_GHCMA_cent an
Fish_merge_ghcma..  These layers were extracted from rectified The 
Victorian Fishing Atlas (Explore Australia) maps and OSRA 1.6 
ies). 
g Hopkins Catchment Authority Coastal Sub-catchm
Peterborough to
ASE
 
ollection: 29/11/2006 
 
DATASET STATUS
 
Progress: Active 
aintenance & M
Update Frequency: As required 
 
Stored Data Format(s): Arc ap d Mapinfo Table 
Projection: G dat MGA Zone 54 
 
vi
 
: 1
vic-war-p
 
:  1:
Originality: 
 
Title:
Pu
ctori
xp
shing at
Australia P
as  
ub. (2002) New Edition. South 
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 tion method ectificati cc
 
vic-war-hopkinsriver map: Raw EPS files were resampled
dobe Photo p. R
done in ArcGIS 9. 20 points fro , vroad_25g and 
vcst25g_a layers were selected
igitising of ints 
vic-war-portfairy map:  Raw EPS files were resampled ved as .TIF using 
Adobe Photoshop. Resizing, ro
ne in ArcG  9. 2
st25g_a layers we
Digitising of points was done u
bay map: aw EPS fil ere
Adobe Photoshop. Resizing, ro fication of map were 
done in ArcGIS 9. 25 points fro
st25g_a la  we
gitising of ints 
 
Largest variation from vcst25g_a: 
nsriver ma  
 
vic-war-portfairy map:  268m 
andbay map 9m 
 
NT: 
S 
All_FISH_POINT_v2 ATTRIBUTE TABLE  
e Item Name Item 
Width Type 
 
Data collec and R on A uracy: 
 to RGB and saved as .TIF using 
tating and rectification of map were 
m vhydro_25g
A sho esizing, ro
 for rectification (RMS 163.73058). 
sing ArcView 3.3. 
 to RGB and sa
D  po was done u
 
tating and rectification of map were 
m vhydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
 for rectification (RMS 158.93857). 
do
vc
IS 5 points fro
re selected
sing ArcView 3.3. 
 to RGB and saved as .TIF using 
tating and recti
 
vic-war-portland   R es w  resampled
m vhydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
 for rectification (RMS 241.75892). 
sing ArcView 3.3. 
vc
Di
yers
 po
re selected
was done u
vic-war-hopki p: 239m
 
vic-war-portl :  53
DATA CONTE
ATTRIBUTE
 
Item Full Nam Item Notes 
Australian Salmon SA 6 Number
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Barracouta BC 
 
 Trout 
alaxias 
6 Number
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 Snapper S 6 Number
(Estuaries) 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 Bream B 6 Number
(Estuaries) 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 Brown BT 6 Number
(Estuaries) 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Common G CG 6 Number
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Estuary Perch EP 6 Number
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Flathead F 6 Number
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Garfish G 6 Number
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Luderick LU 6 Number
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Mullet, yelloweye M 6 Number
Collated from FA (The Victorian
Fishing Atlas) and O
 
SRA 1.6 
stuaries) 
Mulloway MU 6 Number
ollated from FA (The Victorian 
) 
Num
erch N
) 
N
gummy/school N
 
ctorian 
nook SN 6 Number
torian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Sweep SW 6 Number
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Trevally, silver TR 6 Number
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Tuna TU 6 Number
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Warehou WA 6 Number
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
(E
C
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries
Pike, longfinned GPI 6 ber
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
European P RF 6 umber
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries
Small-mouthed 
hardyhead SMH 6 umber
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Collated from FA (The Victorian
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Shark, GS 6 umber
Shark, other SH 6 Number
Collated from FA (The Vi
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Collated from FA (The Vic
S
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Whiting, King W 6 Number
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) George 
Yellowtail Kingfish 
ictorian 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
as) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Number
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
Species Diversity found at 
Basin Name 
String  
Reach number 
 
numb r ACH 30 String 
Unique Sub-basin identifier  from 
GHRHS +  reach identifier  from 
GHRHS 
30 String Unique Sub-basin identifier  from GHRHS 
250 Text  
ataSource 30 String Where the map was sourced from FA= Victorian Fishing Atlas 
String 
Data source + Unique identifier 
(FA= Victorian Fishing Atlas, 
OSRA-Oil Spill Response Atlas) 
SHP_ID 6 Number
Unique identifier in 
ALL_FISH_PT_v2 (FA= 
Victorian Fishing Atlas, OSRA-= 
Oil Spill Response Atlas) 
KI 6 Number
Collated from FA (The V
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Sea Mullet SM 6 Number Fishing Atl
Shortfinned eel SE 6 
(Estuaries) 
SPPDIV 6 Number Sum of all fish species that particular point 
BASIN_N 30 String  
Estuary Name EST_NAME 30 
REACH 6 Number
Unique reach identifier  from
GHRHS 
Sub-basin+Reach SUBREe
Sub-basin BASIN 
Fish species name FISH_SPP_N
Data Source D
Data identifier Data_ID 30 
Shape identifier 
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DAT
boat
Title: Boat r
Region las 
and De
Librar
Custod kin 
Jurisd
 
DESCRIPTION Point
Abstract: This layer con ment 
Infrast
  
Geographic Extent: Glenel ents (West of 
 Victorian/South Australia border) 
 
DAT T CURRENCY: 
Data C
eginn
 
 
r
Ma
requency: As ired 
CE
 
Stored Data Format(s):  ArcView Shapefile and Mapinfo 
at T ajor ats av
Projection:  GDA 1994, datum MGA Zone 54
 
 QUALITY: 
rectification scale: 
 
ns 9,750 
vic-war-portfairy map:  1:79,650 
 
r-portlandb :558,900 
 
Data Set Origin: 
 itle: The Victorian s
ublished: lore A b on. South 
Yarra, Victoria 
ASET 
_ramps_ghcma_cent 
amp features of the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment Management 
 (Coastal Catchments) compiled from The Victorian Fishing At
partment of Infrastructure-Planning layer BOATFAC25 (Master 
y Group – LZ).  
ian: Dea University GIS Facility (Warrnambool) 
iction: Western Coastal Board 
 Feature 
tains boat ramps in the Glenelg-Hopkins Catch
Management Region.  The layer was extracted from rectified The 
Victorian Fishing Atlas (Explore Australia) maps and Department of 
ructure-Planning layer BOATFAC25. 
g Hopkins Catchment Authority Coastal Sub-catchm
Peterborough to
ASE
 
ollection: 29/11/2006 
ing Date:  B
Ending Date: 
 
DATASET STATUS: 
P ogress: 
intenance & 
Active 
Update F
 
requ
DATASET AC SS: 
Table 
 
Available Form ype(s): Digital – all m  form ailable 
DATA
 
Map 
vic-war-hopki
 
river map: 1:8
vic-wa ay map:  1
Originality:
 
T
P
fishing Atla
ustralia Pu
  
002) New Editi Exp . (2
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ctio ctifica Accur
war-hopkinsriver map: Raw EPS files were resampled to 
Adobe Photoshop. Resizing, rotating and rectification of map were 
 in Ar  9. 20 m
vcst25g_a layers were selected for rectification (RMS 163.73058). 
Digitising of points was done using ArcView 3.3. 
 
portfairy map:  Raw EPS files were resampled to RGB and saved as .TIF using 
Adobe Photoshop. Resizing, rotating and rectification of map were 
done in ArcGIS 9. 25 points from vhydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
vcst25g_a layers were selected for rectification (RMS 158.93857). 
 
vic-war-portlandbay
e 
. 25 points from vhydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
on (RMS 241.75892). 
 was done using ArcView 3.3. 
Largest variation from vcst25g_a: 
war-portfairy ma
 
vic-war-portlandbay
oat_ramps_ghcma ATTRIBUTE TABLE  
e Item 
Width 
Item 
Type 
Notes 
Data colle
 
ic-
n method and Re tion acy: 
v RGB and saved as .TIF using 
done cGIS points fro  vhydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
vic-war-
Digitising of points was done using ArcView 3.3. 
 map:  Raw EPS files were resampled to RGB and saved as .TIF using 
Adobe Photoshop. Resizing, rotating and rectification of map wer
done in ArcGIS 9
vcst25g_a layers were selected for rectificati
Digitising of points
 
vic-war-hopkinsriver map: 239m 
 
vic- p:  268m 
 map:  539m 
 
T: DATA CONTEN
ATTRIBUTES 
B
 
Item Full Item Nam
Name 
Origin Origin 30 String Title of map used to digitise points  
Digitised date Digitise_date 30 String Date of digitisation 
DATASOURCE 30 String 
Where the map was sourced 
from. FA= Victorian 
Fishing Atlas, DOI= 
Department of 
Infrastructure  
SHP_ID 6 Number 
Unique identifier in 
BOATFAC25 (DSE Data 
y) 
fier DA A_ID
Layer source + Unique 
entifier in BOATFAC25 
(DSE Data library) 
Sub-basin BASIN 30 String 
Unique Sub-
Data Source 
Shape 
identifier librar
Data identi T  30 String id
basin identifier  
from GHRHS 
 
Reach 6 Number 
Unique reach identifier  
from GHRHS 
 
 number REACH 
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Sub-
basin
numb
30 String 
Unique Sub-
+Reach SUBREACH 
er 
basin identifier  
from GHRHS +  reach 
identifier  from GHRHS 
Ramp
construction 
type 
RAMP_TY
 
PE 30 String Concrete or sand (VFA) 
 
 
DAT
boat_ramps_ghcma 
Title: Boat r
Region n Fishing Atlas 
 De
rar
Custodian: Deaki
Jurisdiction: Weste
 
DESC
Abstract: This la
Manag
Victori
Infrast
  
Geogr ins Catchment Authority Coastal Sub-catchments (West of 
Peterborough to Victorian/South Australia border) 
 
DAT
 
29/11/2006 
 
 
Pr
Mai  & 
requency: As ed 
CE
 
rmat w Sh le an o
Available Format Type(s): Digital – all major formats available 
Projection:  GDA 1994, datum MGA Zone 5
ALITY: 
 
cation
vic-war-hopkinsriver map: 1:89,750 
 
vic-war-portfairy map:  1:79,650 
ASET 
amp features of the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment Management 
 (Coastal Catchments) compiled from The Victoria
and partment of Infrastructure-Planning layer BOATFAC25 (Master 
Lib y Group – LZ).  
n University GIS Facility (Warrnambool) 
rn Coastal Board 
RIPTION Line Feature 
yer contains boat ramps in the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment 
ement Region.  The layer was extracted from rectified The 
an Fishing Atlas (Explore Australia) maps and Department of 
ructure-Planning layer BOATFAC25. 
aphic Extent: Glenelg Hopk
ASET CURRENCY: 
Data Collection: 
 
DATASET STATUS: 
ogress: 
ntenance
Active 
Update F
 
requir
DATASET AC SS: 
Stored Data Fo (s):  ArcVie apefi d Mapinf  Table 
4 
 
DATA QU
Map rectifi
 
 scale: 
 40
 
r-portlandbay 8,900 
Data Set Origin: 
Originality: Title: The Victorian fishing atlas
blished: E ore A b w Edition. South 
Yarra, Victoria 
  
ction ificati ccur
war-hopkinsriver map: Raw EPS files were resampled to
Adobe Photoshop. Resizing, rotating and rectification of map were 
 ArcG . 20 m
_a layer ere  fo 8). 
Digitising of points was done using ArcView 3.3. 
 
vic-war-portfairy map:  Raw EPS files were resampled to RGB and saved as .TIF using 
Adobe Photoshop. Resizing, rotating and rectification of map were 
done in ArcGIS 9. 25 points from vhydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
vcst25g_a layers were selected for rectification (RMS 158.93857). 
Digitising of points was done using ArcView 3.3. 
 
vic-war-portlandbay map:  Raw EPS files were resampled to RGB and saved as .TIF using 
Adobe Photoshop. Resizing, rotating and rectification of map were 
done in ArcGIS 9. 25 points from vhydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
vcst25g_a layers were selected for rectification (RMS 241.75892). 
Digitising of points was done using ArcView 3.3. 
 
Largest variation from vcst25g_a: 
vic-war-hopkinsriver map: 239m 
 
vic-war-portfairy map:  268m 
 
vic-war-portlandbay map:  539m 
 
DATA CONTENT: 
ATTRIBUTES 
 boat_ramps_ghcma ATTRIBUTE TABLE  
 
Item Full 
Name 
Item Name Item 
Width
Item 
Type 
Notes 
vic-wa
 
 map:  1:55
  
. (2002) Ne Pu xpl ustralia Pu
Data colle
 
vic-
method and Rect on A acy: 
 RGB and saved as .TIF using 
done in
vcst25g
IS 9
s w
points fro
selected
 vhydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
r rectification (RMS 163.7305
Origin Origin 30 String Title of map used to digitise points  
Digitised date Digitise_date 30 String Date of digitisation 
Data Source DATASOURCE 30 String 
Where the map was sourced 
from. FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas, DOI= Department of 
Infrastructure  
Shape 
identifier SHP_ID 6 Number 
Unique identifier in 
BOATFAC25 (DSE Data 
library) 
Data identifier DATA_ID 30 String 
Layer source + Unique 
identifier in BOATFAC25 
(DSE Data library) 
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Sub-basin BASIN 30 String 
Unique Sub-basin identifier  
from GHRHS 
 
Reach number REACH 6 Number 
 
GHRHS 
asin+Reach SUBREACH 30 String 
Unique Sub-basin identifier  
from GHRHS +  reach 
identifier  from GHRHS 
on 
type 
RAM
Unique reach identifier  from
 
Sub-
b
number 
Ramp 
constructi P_TYPE 30 String Concrete or sand (VFA) 
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DATASET 
coastal _subcatchments 
Title: Coastal Sub-catchments of the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment Management 
ent 
Region related to recreational fishing.  Information from this layer was 
Hopkins Catchment Management 
-2009.     
 
thority Coastal Sub-catchments (West of 
 Australia border) 
DAT NCY: 
TUS: 
DATASET ACCESS: 
:  w Shape  and
mat Type(s): Digital – all major formats available 
Projection:  GDA 1994, datum MGA Zone 54 
: 
 
Data Set Origin: 
Originality: Mixed originality. From The Victori
Hopkins River Health Strategy 2004
Australian Marine Fishing and Coast
isitio
 
) and GVP ($) data for Abalone and Southern Rock Lobster w
Australian Marine Fishing and Coastal Communities.  (available online
[http://adl.brs.gov.au/mapserv/fishcoast/index.html]- accessed 04/12/06
  
Abalone (Kg) per km of coastline was calculated from a 3 year mean of tot  years 
2000,2001,2002.  This mean (3yr) was divided by the length of coastline (km) within each fisheries 
zone polygon (see Abalone_Rock_zone54.SHP. Custodian: Deakin University GIS Facility 
Warrnambool). 
 
Region. 
Custodian: Deakin University GIS Facility (Warrnambool) 
Client: Western Coastal Board 
 
DESCRIPTION Polygon Feature 
Abstract: This layer contains environmental, social and economic information for 
coastal sub-catchments in the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment Managem
primarily derived from the Glenelg-
Authority River Health Stategy 2004
 
Geographic Extent: Glenelg Hopkins Catchment Au
Peterborough to Victorian/South
 
ASET CURRE
 
Data Collection: 29/11/  2006
 
DATASET STA
Progress: Active 
Maintenance & 
Update Frequency: 
 
As required 
 
Stored Data Format(s)
Available For
ArcVie file  Mapinfo Table 
 
DATA QUALITY
an Fishing Atlas, Glenelg 
 – 2009, DoI and Atlas of 
al Communities. 
ere obtained from the Atlas of 
 at URL: 
).  
al catch for the
 
Data Acqu
Catch (kg
n Methods 
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Abalone Gross Value product ($) per km of coastline was calculated fr
e years 2000,2001,2002.  This mean (3yr) was divided by
t polygon (see Abalone_Rock_zon .SH
bool). 
 Rock lobster (Kg) per km of coastline was calculated from a 3 year mean of total catch for the years 
2000,2001,2002.  This mean (3yr) was divided by the length of coastlin
management polygon (see Abalone_Rock_zone54.SHP. Custodian: De
Warrnambool). 
 
Rock Lobster Gross Value product ($) per km of coastline was calculat
GVP ($) for the years 2000,2001,2002.  This mean (3yr) was divided b
each management polygon (see Abalone_Rock_zone54.SHP. Custodia
Facility Warrnambool). 
 
T: 
ATTRIBUTES 
coastal_subcatchments ATTRIBUTE TABLE  
 
om a 3 year mean of total 
 the length of coastline within 
n: Deakin University GIS 
GVP($) for th
each managemen
Facility Warrnam
 
e54 P. Custodia
e (km) within each 
akin University GIS Facility 
ed from a 3 year mean of total 
y the length of coastline within 
n: Deakin University GIS 
   
 
DATA CONTEN
 
Item Full Name Item Name Item 
Width
Item 
Type 
Notes 
Basin Tags BASINTAGS 30 String Name of each subcatchment 
Unique Identifier ID 6 Number . 
Area (Acres) ACRES 6 Number
res) HECTARES 6 Number
identifier CMASUBID 6 Number
 6 Number
 
Maximum Water 
quality MAXWQ1 6 Number
Maximum 
Proportion of 
introduced fish MAXFISHPRO 6 Number
 
 
Unique identifier for each subcatchment
 
 
 
 
Unique Sub-basin identifier from 
GHRHS 
Area (Hecta
Area (m2) 
Perimeter (m) 
GHCMA sub-basin 
AREA_METER 
PERIMETER_ 
6 
6 
Number
Number
Maximum Aquatic
life MAXAL 
Maximum value in sub-catchment.  
Converted ISC overall aquatic life score.  
0 = No data, 1 = 1&2; 2 = 3&4; 3 = 5&6; 
4 = 7&8; 5 = 9&10. (Refer to GHCMA
River Health Strategy) 
Maximum value in sub-catchment.  0 = 
No Data; 1 = overall ISC score of 0; 2 = 
1-2; 3 = 3-4 ; 4 = 5-6; 5 =  >6. (Refer to 
GHCMA River Health Strategy)  
Maximum value in sub-catchment.  0 =
No Data; 1 = 70–100%; 2 = 30-69%; 3 =
10-29%; 4 = 1-9%; 5=0%   Peter Grant, 
species 
Marine and Freshwater Research Institute 
(MAFRI), Snob's Creek. Scores were 
calculated as number of introduced fish 
spp. / total number of spp. * 100 = 
Percent introduced spp. Also used 
information from Dept. Water Resources 
(1989) 
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Maximum 
Ecologically 
healthy reach 
MAXEH 6 Number
 Is 
, 5 = 
Maximum value in sub-catchment.  
this reach considered to be in an 
ecologically healthy state? 0 = No
Yes (Refer to GHCMA River Health 
Strategy). 
Maximum Estuary 
condition (degree MAXECONDIT 6 Number
 = 
 
 
ations may 
may 
nsidered severely modified 
Maximum 
Recreation fishing 
rity
MAXFISHING 6 Number
o be recreational fishing; 3 = 
Maximum Usage 
by non-motorised 
recreational boats 
MAXNONMOT
O 6 Number
 = 
Maximum Usage 
by motorised 
recreational boats 
MAXMOTOR 6 Number
l 
 
 
Maximum 
MAXCAMP 6 Number
alue in sub-catchment.  0 = 
 2 = 
h, low 
pular 
te Lind 
of modification) 
Maximum value in sub-catchment.   0
no data, 1 = not relevant to reach, 2 =
severely modified, 3 = modified, 4 = 
largely unmodified, 5 = near pristine.
Anon  (2002). These classific
need to be altered since they have been 
based on a Nation wide scale and 
not be entirely appropriate for many 
Victorian estuaries. For example, the 
Glenelg River Estuary, which is one of 
our better estuaries, is classified as 
severely modified. The Merri River, 
which was not mentioned in this report, 
has been co
similar to the Moyne since it had been 
diverted and channelised. 
Maximum value in sub-catchment.  0 = 
No data; 1 = No recreational fishing; 2 = 
Unlikely t
intensity/popula
Occasional recreational fishing; 4 = 
Some recreational fishing; 5 = Popular 
recreational fishing (Refer to GHCMA 
River Health Strategy). 
Maximum value in sub-catchment.  0
No Data; 1 = No boating; 3 = Occasional 
boating activity; 4 = Popular boating 
destination, but seasonal; 5 = Popular 
boating destination. (Refer to GHCMA 
River Health Strategy) 
Maximum value in sub-catchment.  0 = 
No Data; 1 = No boating; 3 = Occasiona
boating activity; 4 = Popular boating
destination, but seasonal; 5 = Popular
boating destination. (Refer to GHCMA 
River Health Strategy) 
Maximum v
Usage/popularity 
for camping 
No Data; 1 = Very low, not suitable;
Low, difficult access, low numbers; 3 = 
Moderate, some camping; 4 = Hig
density camping; 5 = Very high, po
camping site.  Ty Matthews & Pe
(pers. comm.), ISC photos, Tourist 
information brochures. 
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Maximum 
Infrastructure MAXINFRA 6 Number
e, 
jor 
 
intensity/usage MAXTOUR 6 Number
um value in sub-catchment   0 = 
= 
estinations; 5 = very 
 
y  ealth 
Maximum Bed 
instability MAXBED 6 Number
; 1 = Extensive instability; 3 = 
 
Maximum Barriers 
to fish migration MAXBARRIER 6 Number
e fish 
al 
he 
sh 
re 
e 
Maximum Trends 
to electrical 
conductivity 
MAXECTREND 6 Number icant 
increasing trend by 5 um/cm/year, 2 = 
significant increasing trend by 15 
um/cm/year, 1 = significant increasing 
trend by 25 um/cm/year 
Maximum value in sub-catchment. 
Quality of road access to waterways. 0 = 
No Data; 1 = Very low value, no 
structures associated; 2 =  Low valu
small instream structures; 3 = Moderate 
value, minor unsealed road; 4 =High 
value, sealed road or major instream 
structures or culvert bridge;  5 = Very 
high value, major highway or ma
bridge or fully lined channel 
Maxim
Maximum Tourism
No Data; 1 = Very low; 2= Low, 
accessible but not visited by tourists; 3 
Moderate, accessible but away from 
tourist destinations, 4 = High, accessible 
and near tourist d
high, frequent tourists or major event 
focused (Refer to GHCMA River Health 
Strategy).  
Maximum value in sub-catchment.  0 = 
No Data;  1 = Extensive erosion; 2 = 
Moderate erosion; 3 = Limited erosion; 4
= Stable (Refer to GHCMA River H
Strategy) 
Maximum value in sub-catchment.  0 = 
No Data
Maximum Bank
instabilit MAXBANK 6 Number
Limited instability; 5 = Stable (Refer to
GHCMA River Health Strategy) 
Maximum value in sub-catchment.  
Impact of instream barriers to nativ
migration (ISC) 1 = At least one artifici
barrier in the basin downstream of t
reach completely blocks indigenous fi
migration; 3 = Situations where there a
artificial barriers that may intermittently 
interfere with the migration of endemic 
fish species; 5 = In typical year, no 
artificial barriers downstream of the 
reach interfere with fish endemic to th
stream (Refer to GHCMA River Health 
Strategy).   
Maximum value in sub-catchment.  
Smith & Nathan (2000). Scoring system 
used: 0 = no data, 5 = significant 
decreasing trend, 4 = no change or 
significant trend, 3 = signif
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Maximum Known MAXALGAE 6 Number
 
 = 
algal blooms 
Maximum value in sub-catchment.  0 =
No Data; 1 = Algal blooms recorded; 5
No recorded algal blooms. J. Lowe and 
G. Holmes, GHCMA pers. Comm. 
Maximum 
Artificial openings 
s 
MAXMOUTH 6 Number
 
y 
lly opened. 
Mean Aquatic life AL 6 Number
d 
score.  0 = No 
ver 
Mean Proportion of 
introduced fish 
  
FISHPROP 6 Number
-
 Peter Grant, 
te 
Mean Ecologically 
healthy reach EH 6 Number
ment.   Is this 
. 
Mean Estuary 
condition (degree 
of modification)  
ECONDITION 6 Number
 no 
 
ion wide scale and may 
s 
been 
d channelised. 
of estuary mouth
Maximum value in sub-catchment.   0 =
Not relevant to this reach; 1 = Artificiall
opened; 5 = Not artificia
Scored using local knowledge and past 
reports from Deakin University, 
Warrnambool (Ty Matthews & Pete 
Lind). 
Mean value in sub-catchment.  Converte
ISC overall aquatic life 
data, 1 = 1&2; 2 = 3&4; 3 = 5&6; 4 = 
7&8; 5 = 9&10. (Refer to GHCMA Ri
Health Strategy) 
Mean value in sub-catchment.  0 = No 
Data; 1 = 70–100%; 2 = 30-69%; 3 = 10
29%; 4 = 1-9%; 5=0%  
species
Marine and Freshwater Research Institu
(MAFRI), Snob's Creek. Scores were 
calculated as number of introduced fish 
spp. / total number of spp. * 100 = 
Percent introduced spp. Also used 
information from Dept. Water Resources 
(1989) 
Mean value in sub-catch
reach considered to be in an ecologically 
healthy state? 0 = No, 5 = Yes (Refer to 
GHCMA River Health Strategy)
Mean value in sub-catchment.   0 =
data, 1 = not relevant to reach, 2 = 
severely modified, 3 = modified, 4 = 
largely unmodified, 5 = near pristine. 
Anon  (2002). These classifications may
need to be altered since they have been 
based on a Nat
not be entirely appropriate for many 
Victorian estuaries. For example, the 
Glenelg River Estuary, which is one of 
our better estuaries, is classified a
severely modified. The Merri River, 
which was not mentioned in this report, 
has been considered severely modified 
similar to the Moyne since it had 
diverted an
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Mean Recrea
Fishing 
tional 
intensity/popularity
FISHING 6 Number
 = 
eational fishing; 5 = Popular 
Mean value in sub-catchment.  0 = No 
data; 1 = No recreational fishing; 2
Unlikely to be recreational fishing; 3 = 
Occasional recreational fishing; 4 = 
Some recr
recreational fishing (Refer to GHCMA 
River Health Strategy). 
Mean Usage by 
non-motorised 
recreational boats 
NONMOTOR 6 Number
nal 
recreational boats 
No 
A 
Mean 
rity CAMP 6 Number
lt access, low numbers; 3 = 
 
ind 
 
cture 
 INFRA 6 Number
 
, 
ures 
 
= No 
te, 
 high, 
ed 
o GHCMA River Health 
Mean value in sub-catchment.  0 = No 
Data; 1 = No boating; 3 = Occasio
boating activity; 4 = Popular boating 
destination, but seasonal; 5 = Popular 
boating destination. (Refer to GHCMA 
River Health Strategy) 
Mean value in sub-catchment.  0 = 
Data; 1 = No boating; 3 = Occasional 
boating activity; 4 = Popular boating 
destination, but seasonal; 5 = Popular 
boating destination. (Refer to GHCM
River Health Strategy) 
Mean value in sub-catchment.  0 = No 
Data; 1 = Very low, not suitable; 2 = 
Low, difficu
Mean Usage by 
motorised MOTOR 6 Number
Usage/popula
for camping 
Moderate, some camping; 4 = High, low
density camping; 5 = Very high, popular 
camping site.  Ty Matthews & Pete L
(pers. comm.), ISC photos, Tourist
information brochures. 
Mean value in sub-catchment. Quality of 
road access to waterways. 0 = No Data; 1 
= Very low value, no structures 
associated; 2 =  Low value, small
instream structures; 3 = Moderate value
minor unsealed road; 4 =High value, 
sealed road or major instream struct
Mean Infrastru
or culvert bridge;  5 = Very high value,
major highway or major bridge or fully 
lined channel 
Mean value in sub-catchment   0 
Mean Tourism 
Intensity/Usage TOUR 6 Number
Data; 1 = Very low; 2= Low, accessible 
but not visited by tourists; 3 = Modera
accessible but away from tourist 
destinations, 4 = High, accessible and 
near tourist destinations; 5 = very
frequent tourists or major event focus
(Refer t
Strategy). 
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Mean Bank 
Instability  BANK_STAB 6 Number
Mean value in sub-catchment.  0 = No 
 
sion; 3 = Limited erosion; 4 
= Stable (Refer to GHCMA River Health 
Data;  1 = Extensive erosion; 2 =
Moderate ero
Strategy) 
Mean Bed 
Instability  BED_STAB 6 Number
 = No 
tensive instability; 3 = 
efer to 
 
in sub-catchment.  Impact of 
instream barriers to native fish migration 
arrier in 
wnstream of the reach 
completely blocks indigenous fish 
here are 
ittently 
h the migration of endemic 
no 
the 
re with fish endemic to the 
 Health 
 WQ 6 Number
in sub-catchment.   0 = No 
 2 = 1-2; 
fer to 
Electrical EC_TREND 6 Number
& 
sed: 0 = 
nd, 
ificant trend, 3 = 
ing 
 significant 
ar 
n algal ALG_BLOOM 6 Number
No 
rded; 5 = No 
nd G. 
 
 MOUTH 6 Number
t.   0 = Not 
ially 
ened. 
d past 
rrnambool (Ty Matthews & Pete 
e of TRT_RFIN 6 Number
  
-5 indicating level of presence in 
atic 
life NAL 6 Number catchment.   
Mean value in sub-catchment.  0
Data; 1 = Ex
Limited instability; 5 = Stable (R
GHCMA River Health Strategy)
Mean value 
Mean Barriers to 
Fish Migration  FISH_BARR 6 Number
(ISC) 1 = At least one artificial b
the basin do
migration; 3 = Situations where t
artificial barriers that may interm
interfere wit
fish species; 5 = In typical year, 
artificial barriers downstream of 
reach interfe
stream (Refer to GHCMA River
Strategy).   
Mean value 
Data; 1 = overall ISC score of 0;
3 = 3-4 ; 4 = 5-6; 5 =  >6. (Re
GHCMA River Health Strategy)  
Mean value in sub-catchment.   Smith 
Mean Water
Quality  
Nathan (2000). Scoring system u
no data, 5 = significant decreasing tre
4 = no change or signMean Trends in 
significant increasing trend by 5 
um/cm/year, 2 = significant increas
trend by 15 um/cm/year, 1 =
conductivity  
increasing trend by 25 um/cm/ye
Mean value in sub-catchment.  0 = 
Data; 1 = Algal blooms recoMean Know
recorded algal blooms. J. Lowe a
Holmes, GHCMA pers. Comm. 
Mean value in sub-catchmen
blooms 
relevant to this reach; 1 = Artific
opened; 5 = Not artificially opMean Artificial
Scored using local knowledge an
reports from Deakin University, 
Wa
openings of estuary
mouths 
Lind). 
Mean value in sub-catchment ranging
from 1Mean PresencTrout/Redfin 
Number of Aqu
system 
Number of valid records in sub-
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Number of 
Proportion of 
introduced fish 
species 
N  .  FISHPROP 6 Number
Number of valid records in sub-
catchment
Number of 
Ecologically 
healthy reach 
Number of Estua
conditio
NEH 6 Number catchment. 
ry 
n (degree NECONDITIO 6 Number Number of valid records in sub-catchment. 
pularity
NFISHING 6 Number Number of valid records in sub-catchment. 
NNONMOTOR 6 Number Number of valid records in sub-catchment. 
e 
ised catchment. 
 
Number of valid records in sub-
NINFRA 6 Number
Number of valid records in sub-
catchment.  Instream public 
 NTOUR 6 Number
Number of valid records in sub-
catchment.  Tourist brochures/Parks 
ank NBANK 6 Number
Number of valid records in sub-
umber of Bed NBED 6 Number rom Index of Stream 
ers 
  NBARRIERS 6 Number
in sub-
dex of Stream 
nt.  Changed to 0-5* 
  
N  A 
Number of valid records in sub-
of modification)  
Number of 
Recreational 
Fishing 
intensity/po
Number of Usage 
by non-motorised 
recreational boats 
Number of Usag
by motor
recreational boats 
NMOTOR 6 Number Number of valid records in sub-
Number of 
Usage/popularity 
for camping
NCAMP 6 Number catchment. 
Number of 
Infrastructure 
 infrastructure, bridges, culverts, etc. (Pers. Comm.. B. Sharkey, GHCMA) 
Number of Tourism
Intensity/Usage 
Number of B
Vic./Maps/Guides* 
Instability  catchment.  From Index of Stream Condition changed to 0-5* 
Number of valid records in sub-
catchment.  FNInstability  
Number of Barri
to Fish Migration
Condition changed to 0-5* 
Number of valid records 
catchment.  From In
Condition changed to 0-5* 
Number of valid records in sub-
catchme
Number of Aquatic 
Life SIGNAL  NSIGNAL 6 Number
Number of Water 
Quality  NWQ 6 Number
Number of valid records in sub-
catchment.  Scaled overall ISC scores: 0-
5* 
Number of Trends 
in Electrical 
conductivity
NECTREND 6 Number
Number of valid records in sub-
catchment.  From Smith and Nathan 
2000 
Number of Known 
algal bloomes ALGAE 6 Number
Number of valid records in sub-
catchment.  From J. Lowe GHCM
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Number of 
Artificial ope
of estuary m
nings 
ouths 
Number of valid records in sub-
NMOUTH 6 Number catchment.  Local knowledge/ Past 
Reports* 
Standard deviation SDAL 6 Number Standard Deviation for sub-catchment.   
n 
tion of SDFISHPROP 6 Number Standard Deviation for sub-catchment. 
gically 
healthy reach 
SDEH 6 Number Standard Deviation for sub-catchment.   
Standard deviation 
SDECONDITI 6 Number  
eviation 
of Recreational 
Fishing 
intensity/popularity
SDFISHING 6 Number
Standard deviation 
ts 
SDNONMOTOR
Standard deviation 
of Usage by SDMOTOR 6 Number ent. 
 
opularity SDCAMP 6 Number Standard Deviation for sub-catchment. 
SDINFRA 6 Number culverts, etc. (Pers. Comm. B. Sharkey, 
HCMA)* 
ard deviation 
SDTOUR 6 Number
Standard Deviation for sub-catchment. 
tion 
ability  SDBANK 6 Number  changed 
n 
y  SDBED 6 Number ion changed 
 
f Barriers to Fish 
Migration  
SDBARRIERS 6 Number
ment.  
tream Condition changed 
to 0-5* 
Standard deviation 
of Water Quality  SDWQ 6 Number
Standard Deviation for sub-catchment.  
Scaled overall ISC scores: 0-5* 
of Aquatic life 
Standard deviatio
of Propor
Converted ISC overall aquatic life score.
introduced fish 
species 
Standard deviation 
of Ecolo
of Estuary 
condition (degree 
of modification)  
Standard d
Standard Deviation for sub-catchment.
Standard Deviation for sub-catchment. 
of Usage by non-
motorised 
recreational boa
6 Number Standard Deviation for sub-catchment. 
Standard Deviation for sub-catchmmotorised 
recreational boats 
Standard deviation
of Usage/p
for camping 
Standard deviation 
of Infrastructure 
 
Stand
Standard Deviation for sub-catchment. 
Instream public infrastructure, bridges, 
G
of Tourism 
Intensity/Usage 
Standard devia
f Bank Inst
Tourist brochures/Parks 
Vic./Maps/Guides 
Standard Deviation for sub-catchment.  
From Index of Stream Condition
to 0-5* o
Standard deviatio
of Bed Instabilit
Standard deviation
Standard Deviation for sub-catchment.  
From Index of Stream Condit
to 0-5* 
Standard Deviation for sub-catch
From Index of So
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Standard devi
of Trends in 
Electrical 
conductivity  
ation 
tchment.  SDECTREND 6 Number Standard Deviation for sub-caFrom Smith and Nathan 2000 
Standard deviation 
l SDALGAE 6 Number
gs of estuary 
mouths 
SDMOUTH 6 Number ment.  e/ Past Reports* 
Amended annual 
proportional flow MAXFLOW 6 Number
ent. 0 = 
from 
erate deviation from 
tion from 
 
al 
ub-catchment. 0 = No 
; 
atural; 3 = 
 = Very 
from natural (Refer to 
proportional flow 
deviation 
SDFLOW 6 Number
stline 
(m) 
Sum of total 
abalone landed  
002 
 
A  
e Fishing and 
ne 
A  
of Known alga
bloomes 
Standard deviation 
of Artificial 
openin
Standard Deviation for sub-catchment.  
From J. Lowe GHCMA 
Standard Deviation for sub-catch
Local knowledg
Maximum 
deviation 
Maximum value in sub-catchm
No Data;1= Extreme deviation from 
natural ; 2= Extensive deviation 
natural; 3 = Mod
natural ; 4 = Minor deviation from 
natural ; 5 = Very small devia
natural (Refer to GHCMA River Health 
Strategy)   
Mean value in s
Mean Amended
annual proportion
flow deviation 
FLOW 6 Number
Data;1= Extreme deviation from natural 
2= Extensive deviation from n
Moderate deviation from natural ; 4 = 
Minor deviation from natural ; 5
small deviation 
GHCMA River Health Strategy)   
Number of valid records in sub-
catchment. 
Number of 
Amended annual 
proportional flow 
deviation 
NFLOW 6 Number
Standard deviation 
of Amended annual Standard Deviation for sub-catchment. 
 
Atlas of Australian Marin
Length of coa COAST_LENG 6 Number
(kg) for 2000, 
2001, 2
B_KG_SUM 16 Number
Coastal Communities (From 
Abalone_Rock_zone54.SHP). Custodian: 
Deakin University GIS Facility 
(Warrnambool 
Sum of abalo
Gross Value 
Product ($) for 
2000, 2001, 2002 
 
B_GVP_SUM 16 Number
Atlas of Australian Marine Fishing and 
Coastal Communities (From 
Abalone_Rock_zone54.SHP). Custodian: 
Deakin University GIS Facility 
(Warrnambool 
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Sum of total 
ck 
obster landed (kg) RL_KG_SUM 16 Number
Atlas of Australian Marine Fishing and 
Coastal Communities (From 
Abalone_Rock_zone54.SHP). Custodian: 
ility 
Southern Ro
L
for 2000, 2001, 
2002 
Deakin University GIS Fac
(Warrnambool 
Sum of Rock 
Lobster Gross 
Atlas of Australian Marine Fishing and 
Coastal Communities (From 
.SHP). Custodian: 
Deakin University GIS Facility 
Atlas of Australian Marine Fishing and 
Coastal Communities (From 
ne54.SHP). Custodian: 
 Facility 
Abalone Gross 
Value Product ($) 
per km of coastline 
AB_GVP_KM 6 Number
Atlas of Australian Marine Fishing and 
Coastal Communities (From 
Abalone_Rock_zone54.SHP). Custodian: 
Deakin University GIS Facility 
(Warrnambool 
Southern Rock 
Lobster (Kg) per 
km of coastline 
RL_KG_KM 6 Number
Atlas of Australian Marine Fishing and 
Coastal Communities (From 
Abalone_Rock_zone54.SHP). Custodian: 
Deakin University GIS Facility 
(Warrnambool 
Southern Rock 
Lobster Gross 
Value Product ($) 
per km of coastline 
RL_GVP_KM 6 Number
Atlas of Australian Marine Fishing and 
Coastal Communities (From 
Abalone_Rock_zone54.SHP). Custodian: 
Deakin University GIS Facility 
(Warrnambool 
Length of coastline 
(Km) COAST_KM 6 Number
 
Boat Ramps BOAT_RAMPS 6 Number
Derived from DoI Data master library 
(LZ50) and FA (The Victorian Fishing 
Atlas) (Boat_ramps_ghcma.SHP). 
Custodian: Deakin University GIS 
Facility (Warrnambool) 
Coastal Access 
Point C_ACCESS 6 Number
SLSA and M. Bartlett (Hons. Thesis) 
(Access_Points_ghcma.SHP). Custodian: 
Deakin University GIS Facility 
(Warrnambool) 
Basin Mean 
Species Diversity SPDIV_MEAN 6 Number
Derived from FA (The Victorian Fishing 
Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Basin Maximum 
Species Diversity SPDIV_MAX 6 Number
Derived from FA (The Victorian Fishing 
Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Basin Sum of 
Species Diversity 
records 
SPDIV_REC 6 Number
Derived from FA (The Victorian Fishing 
Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Number of species 
in basin SPP_NUM 6 Number
Derived from FA (The Victorian Fishing 
Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Value Product ($) 
or 2000, 2001, 
RL_GVP_SUM 16 Number Abalone_Rock_zone54
f
2002 (Warrnambool 
Abalone (Kg) per 
km of coastline AB_KG_KM 6 Number Abalone_Rock_zoDeakin University GIS
(Warrnambool 
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DATASET 
estuaries_ghcma_ce s 
Estua fish species nts o
Man nt Region f  OS t
Deak niversity G aci n
Western Coastal Boa
 Poin ature 
This layer contains est ine f  
Catchment Management Region.  The layer was extracted from OSRA 1.6 
Estua ata 
 
tent: Glen pkins Catc ent A o
Peter gh to Victo So i
RENCY: 
tion: 29/1  
US: 
Activ
A
CCES
t(s):  ew Shap e an T
 Type(s): jor for  ava
 94, da  MGA
 Spill Respons
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TTRIBUTES 
estuaries_ghcma_cents ATTRIBUTE TABLE  
 
Item Full Name Item Name Item 
Width
Item 
Type 
Notes 
nt
Title: rine poi f the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment 
ageme rom RA 1.6 Es uaries data 
Custodian: in U IS F lity (Warr ambool) 
Client: rd 
 
DESCRIPTION
Abstract: 
t Fe
uar ish species in the Glenelg-Hopkins 
ries d
 
Geographic Ex elg Ho
borou
hm
rian/
uthority C
uth Austral
astal Sub-catchments (West of 
a border) 
 
DATASET CUR
 
cData Colle 1 6/200
 
DATASET STAT
Progress: e 
Maintenance & 
Update Frequency: s required 
 
DATASET A S: 
 
Stored Data Forma ArcVi efil d Mapinfo able 
Available Format
Projection: 
 Digital – all ma
GDA 19
mats
tum
ilable 
 Zone 54 
 
DATA QUALITY: 
 
Data Set Origin: 
Originality: 
 
Title: Oil e Atlas
 
ATA CONTED
A
Estuary Name EST_NAME 30 String Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Australian Salmon SA 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Barracouta BC 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Snapper S 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Bream B 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Brown Trout BT 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
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Common Galaxias CG 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Estuary Perch EP 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
F 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
A 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Luderick 
 from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
ay Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
ike, Longfinned GPI 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
  1.6 (Estuaries) 
Shark, 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
stuaries) 
weep SW 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
U 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
KI 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
SM 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
6 Number Sum of all fish species found at that particular point 
TASOURCE 30 String Where the layer was sourced from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
SHP Unique identifier in OSRA 1.6 aries) 
Layer source + Unique identifier in 
Estuaries) 
30 String Unique Sub-basin identifier  from GHRHS 
Reach number REACH 6 Number Unique reach identifier  from GHRHS 
Sub-b
numb SUBR  
Unique Sub-basin identifier  from 
GHRHS +  reach identifier  from 
GHRHS 
Flathead 
Garfish G 6 Number Collated from OSR
LU 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Mullet, yelloweyed M 6 Number Collated
Mullow MU 6 
P
European Perch RF 6
Small-mouthed 
hardyhead SMH 6 Number Collated from OSRA
GS Gummy/school 
Shark, other SH 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (E
Snook SN 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
S
Trevally, silver TR 
Tuna T
Warehou WA 
Whiting W 
Kingfish 
Mullet, sea 
Short finned Eel SE 6 
Species Diversity SPPDIV 
Data Source DA
Shape identifier _ID 6 Number (Estu
Data identifier DATA_ID 30 String OSRA 1.6 (
Sub-basin BASIN 
asin+Reac EACH 30 Stringh er 
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DATASET 
estuaries_ghcma 
Estuari ish species lines of t -
Mana  Region fr OSR
Deakin iversity GIS cili a
Western Coastal Boar
 Line ure 
This layer contains estu e fi
Catchment Management Region.  The layer was extracted from OSRA 1.6 
Estua ata 
 
tent: Glene pkins Catch t A
Peter gh to Victori Sout
RENCY: 
tion: 29/11
US: 
Activ
As
CCESS
t(s):  w Shape  and
 Type(s): D or form vail
 94, dat A  
 
ALITY: 
 
rigin: 
 ill Respons
ONTENT: 
stuaries_ghcma ATTRIBUTE TABLE  
Item Full Name Item Name Item 
Width
Item 
Type 
Notes 
Title: ne f he Glenelg Hopkins Catchment 
gement om A 1.6 Estuaries data 
Custodian: Un  Fa ty (Warrn mbool) 
Client: d 
 
DESCRIPTION
Abstract: 
Feat
arin sh species in the Glenelg-Hopkins 
ries d
 
Geographic Ex lg Ho
borou
men
an/
uthority Co
h Australia
astal Sub-catchments (West of 
 border) 
 
DATASET CUR
 
cData Colle / 6 200
 
DATASET STAT
Progress: e 
Maintenance & 
Update Frequency:  required 
 
DATASET A : 
 
Stored Data Forma ArcVie file  Mapinfo Table 
Available Format
Projection: 
igital – all maj
GDA 19
ats a
um MG
able 
 Zone 54
DATA QU
Data Set O
Originality: Title: Oil Sp e Atlas
  
 
DATA C
ATTRIBUTES 
e
 
Estuary Name EST_NAME 30 String Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Australian Salmon SA 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Barracouta BC 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Snapper S 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Bream B 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Brown Trout BT 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
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Common Galaxias CG 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Estuary Perch EP 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
F 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
1.6 (Estuaries) 
Luderick stuaries) 
Mullet, yelloweyed Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
d from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
ongfinned Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
uropean Perch RF 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Gummy/school  1.6 (Estuaries) 
Shark, other 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Estuaries) 
Trevally, silver d from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
una TU 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
A 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Whiting W 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Mulle  sea SM 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
SE 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Species Diversity SPPDIV 6 Number Sum of all fish species found at that particular point 
DATASOURCE 30 String Where the layer was sourced from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries)  
Shape identifier SHP_ID 6 Number Unique identifier in OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Data identifier DATA_ID 30 String Layer source + Unique identifier in A 1.6 (Estuaries) 
g 
ier  from 
GHRHS 
 
REACH 6 Number Unique reach identifier  from GHRHS  
Sub-b
numb r REACH 30 String 
Unique Sub-basin identifier  from 
GHRHS +  reach identifier  from 
GHRHS 
Flathead 
Garfish G 6 Number Collated from OSRA 
LU 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (E
M 6 
Mulloway MU 6 Number Collate
Pike, L GPI 6 
E
Small-mouthed 
 SMH 6hardyhead
Shark, GS 6 Number Collated from OSRA
SH 
Snook SN 6 
Sweep SW 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (
TR 6 Number Collate
T
Warehou W
Kingfish KI 
t,
Short finned Eel 
Data Source 
OSR
Unique Sub-basin identif
Sub-basin BASIN 30 Strin
Reach number 
asin+Reach SUBe
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DAT T 
fish_merge_ghcma 
Title: Merge
Manag Victorian Fishing 
Atlas (Explore Australia) 
Custod ki
Client: Weste
 
DESCRIPTION Point
Abstra
Victori
(estuar
  
Geographic E atchment Authority Coastal Sub-catchments (West of 
ctorian/South Australia border) 
 
DAT : 
Data C
U
 
S: 
 
Stored Data Format(s):  ArcView Shapefile and Mapinfo Tab
mat Type(s): Digit l major form  avai
Projection:  GDA 1994, datum MGA Zone 54 
 
QUALITY: 
 
Map rectification scale: 
pkinsriver map: ,750 
 
vic-war-portfairy map:  1:79,650 
vic-war-portlandbay map:  1:558,900 
 
ta Set Origin: 
ginality: le: The Victo sh
 Published: Explore Australia Pub. (2 n. South 
Yarra, Victoria 
Oil Spill Response ) 
 
Data collection method and Rectification Accuracy: 
ASE
d Fish species datasets from the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment 
ement Region from OSRA 1.6 (estuaries) and The 
ian: Dea n University GIS Facility (Warrnambool) 
rn Coastal Board 
 Feature 
ct: This layer contains fish species in the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment 
Management Region.  The layer was extracted from rectified The 
an Fishing Atlas (Explore Australia) maps and OSRA 1.6 
ies). 
xtent: Glenelg Hopkins C
Peterborough to Vi
ASET CURRENCY
 
ollection: 29/11/2006 
 
US: DATASET STAT
 
rogress: Active P
Maintenance & 
pdate Frequency: As required 
DATASET ACCES
le 
Available For al – al ats lable 
DATA 
 
vic-war-ho 1:89
 
Da
Ori Tit rian fi ing atlas  
002) New Editio
 
 Title: Atlas (1.6 Estuaries 
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river map: S files were resa
obe Photosho esiz
done in ArcGIS 9. 20 points from vh
vcst25g_a layers were selected for re
g of po  was A
 
vic-war-portfairy map:  Raw EPS files were resampled to RG
be Photosho esiz
 in ArcGIS  po
vcst25g_a layers were selected for re S 158.93857). 
Digitising of points was done using A
landbay map:  S files were resam G
Adobe Photoshop. Resizing, rotating
e in ArcGIS  po
25g_a layers re se e
Digitising of points was done using A
 
gest variation from vc g_a: 
-hopkinsriver map:  
 
vic-war-portfairy map:  268m 
vic-war-portlandbay map:  539m 
 
CONTENT: 
ATTRIBUTES 
fish_merge_ghcma ATTRIBUTE TABLE  
Item Full Name Item Name Item 
Width
Item 
Type 
vic-war-hopkins Raw EP
Ad
mpled to RG
ing, rotating
B and saved as .TIF using 
 and rectification of map were p. R
ydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
ctification (RMS 163.73058). 
rcView 3.3. Digitisin ints done using 
B and saved as .TIF using 
 and rectification of map were 
ydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
ctification (RM
Ado
done
p. R
 9. 25
ing, rotating
ints from vh
rcView 3.3. 
B and saved as .TIF using 
 
vic-war-port Raw EP pled to R
 and rectification of map were 
ydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
ctification (RMS 241.75892). 
rcView 3.3. 
don
vcst
 9. 25
 we
ints from vh
lected for r
Lar
vic-war
st25
239m
 
DATA 
 
Notes 
Australian Salmon SA 6 Number 
an 
s) and OSRA 1.6 
Collated from FA (The Victori
Fishing Atla
(Estuaries) 
Barracouta BC 6 Number 
an 
s) and OSRA 1.6 
B 6 Number 
an 
s) and OSRA 1.6 
Estuary Perch EP 6 Number 
an 
s) and OSRA 1.6 
Num r 
FA (The Victorian 
 
Luderick LU 6 Number 
 
Collated from FA (The Victori
Fishing Atla
(Estuaries) 
Collated from FA (The Victori
Fishing AtlaBream 
(Estuaries) 
Collated from FA (The Victori
Fishing Atla
(Estuaries) 
Collated from 
Flathead F 6 be Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Garfish G 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Collated from FA (The Victorian
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
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Mullet, yelloweye M 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Mulloway MU 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
longfinned 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
 1.6 
 (The Victorian 
g Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
Snapper 
he Victorian 
 OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
 1.6 
ries) 
W 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Trevally, silver TR 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Whiting, King W 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Kingfish K
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Origin ORIGIN 50 String Which FA map the data was collated from 
Digiti e Date DIGITISE_D 50 Sting Date which the data was collated from the FA map 
Shape H 6 Number 
Unique ID from FA and OSRA 
points in this shapefile used to 
create data identifier 
Data 30 String Layer source + Shape identifier  
Data DATAS
Where the map was sourced from 
FA= Victorian Fishing Atlas and 
OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Pike, GPI 6 Number Fishing Atlas) and OSRA
(Estuaries) 
Collated from FAShark, GS 6 Number Fishingummy/school 
Shark, other SH 6 Number 
(Estuaries) 
S 6 Number 
Collated from FA (T
Fishing Atlas) and
Snook SN 6 Number Fishing Atlas) and OSRA
(Estua
Sweep S
Tuna TU 6
Warehou WA 
George 
Yellowtail I 6 Number 
s
 identifier S P_ID 
identifier Data_ID 
Source OURCE 30 String 
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Species Diversity SPP  found at that particular point DIV 6 Number 
Sum of all fish species
 
 
DAT
SW_
Title: Combi
Glenel
(estuar
Custod : Deakin University GIS Facility (Warrnambool) 
Client
 
DESCRIPTION Point
Abstract: This la tchment 
(estuar
  
Geographic Extent: Glenel ents (West of 
Peterborough to Victorian/South Australia border) 
 
DAT T CURRENCY: 
Data Co 20
: 
U
 
DATASET ACCESS: 
  pinfo Table 
Available Format Type(s): Digital – all major formats available 
 A 1994, dat A
 
DATA QUALITY: 
Map rectification scale: 
 
pkinsriver map: ,750 
vic-war-portfairy map:  1:79,650 
 
ar-portlandbay map:  8,900 
 
Data Set Origin: 
Originality: Title: The Victorian fishing atlas  
ASET 
FISH_MERGE_ALL 
ned point, line and polygon merged fish species datasets from the 
g-Hopkins Catchment Management Region from OSRA 1.6 
ies) and The Victorian Fishing Atlas (Explore Australia) 
ian
: Western Coastal Board 
, Line and Polygon Feature 
yer contains fish species in the Glenelg-Hopkins Ca
Management Region.  The layer was extracted from rectified The 
Victorian Fishing Atlas (Explore Australia) maps and OSRA 1.6 
ies). 
g Hopkins Catchment Authority Coastal Sub-catchm
ASE
 
llection: 19/07/ 07 
 
DATASET STATUS
 
Progress: Active 
aintenance & M
pdate Frequency: As required 
 
Stored Data Format(s): Ma
Projection: GD um MG  Zone 54 
 
vic-war-ho
 
1:89
vic-w 1:55
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 Published: Explore Australia Pub. (2
rra, Victoria 
 Title: Oil Spill Response Atlas (1.6) 
 
 collection method a ctification Accurac
 
vic-war-hopkinsriver map: Raw EPS files were resampled to RG
obe Photosho esiz
n ArcGIS  po
vcst25g_a layers were selected for re S 163.73058). 
Digitising of points was done using A
-portfairy map:  S files were resam G
Adobe Photoshop. Resizing, rotating
 in ArcGIS  po
5g_a layers re se e
Digitising of points was done using A
c-war-portlandbay map:   EPS files were resa
be Photosho esiz
done in ArcGIS 9. 25 points from vh
vcst25g_a layers were selected for re
itising of po  was A
 
Largest variation from vcst25g_a: 
-hopkinsriver map:  
vic-war-portfairy map:  268m 
 
c-war-portlandbay map:  m 
DATA CONTENT: 
UTES 
 
e Item Name Item 
Width
002) New Edition. South 
Ya
  
Estuaries 
Data nd Re y: 
B and saved as .TIF using 
 and rectification of map were 
ydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
ctification (RM
Ad
done i
p. R
 9. 20
ing, rotating
ints from vh
rcView 3.3. 
B and saved as .TIF using 
 
vic-war Raw EP pled to R
 and rectification of map were 
ydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
ctification (RMS 158.93857). 
rcView 3.3. 
done
vcst2
 9. 25
 we
ints from vh
lected for r
 
vi Raw
Ado
mpled to RG
ing, rotating
B and saved as .TIF using 
 and rectification of map were p. R
ydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
ctification (RMS 241.75892). 
rcView 3.3. Dig ints done using 
vic-war
 
239m
vi
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ATTRIB
fish_merge_ghcma ATTRIBUTE TABLE  
Item Full Nam Item 
Type 
Notes 
Australian Salmon SA 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Barracouta BC 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Bream B 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Estuary Perch EP 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Flathead N  
ian 
and OSRA 1.6 F 6 umber
Collated from FA (The Victor
Fishing Atlas) 
(Estuaries) 
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Garfish G 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
 
Luderick LU 6 Number 
 
 Victorian 
Mulloway MU 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Pike, longfinned GPI 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Shark, 
gummy/school GS 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Shark, other SH 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Snapper S 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Snook SN 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Sweep SW 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Trevally, silver TR 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Tuna TU 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Warehou WA 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Whiting, King 
George W 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Yellowtail Kingfish KI 6 Number 
Collated from FA (The Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Origin ORIGIN 50 String Which FA map the data was collated from 
Digitise Date DIGITISE_D 50 Sting Date which the data was collated from the FA map 
Collated from FA (The Victorian
Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
Collated from FA (The
Mullet, yelloweye M 6 Number Fishing Atlas) and OSRA 1.6 
(Estuaries) 
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Shape identifier SHP_ID 6 Number 
Unique ID from FA and OSRA 
points in this shapefile used to 
create data identifier 
Data i Data_ID 30 String Layer source + Shapdentifier e identifier  
Where the map was sourced from 
ictorian Fishing Atlas and 
OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
pecies Diversity SPPDIV 6 Number Sum of all fish species found at that particular point 
Data Source DATASOURCE 30 String FA= V
S
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DAT
groy e_bw_ghcma_c
Title: he Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment 
gement Region (Coastal Catchments) 
Custod : Deakin University GIS Facility (Warrnambool) 
Western Coastal Board 
Ab ont nt fe eli oynes and breakwaters in 
g-H atch an egion.  The layer was 
extracted from ent struct  
(Master library group – LZ). 
 
Geographic Extent: Glenelg Hopkins Catchment Authorit  (West of 
Peterborough to Victorian/South Aust
DATASET CURRENCY: 
29/
eginning Date:  
nding Date:  
 
ATASET STATUS: 
 
rogress: Active 
aintenance & 
pdate Frequency: As required 
 
ATASET ACCESS: 
 
tored Data Format(s):  ArcView Shapefile and Mapinfo Table 
vailable Format Type(s): Digital – all major formats available 
rojection:  GDA 1994, datum MGA Zone 54 
 
ATA QUALITY: 
 
Map input scale: 
1:25,000 
 
Data Set Origin: 
Originality: Derived 
Data Collection Method: see – BOATFAC25 
 
Data Set Source: 
BOATFAC25 
 
Positional Accuracy: 
Precision: Source Data: 
 See BOATFAC25, generally within +/- 12.5m of true position 
ASET 
n ent 
Groyne and breakwater features of t
Mana
ian
Jurisdiction: 
 
ESCRIPTION           Point Feature D
stract: This layer c
the Glenel
ains poi
opkins C
 Departm
atures d
ment M
 of Infra
neating gr
agement R
ure-Planning layer BOATFAC25
 
y Coastal Sub-catchments
ralia border) 
 
 
Data Extraction:   11/06 
B
E
D
P
M
U
D
S
A
P
D
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 Digital Data: 
ee BOATFAC25, generally within +/- 12.5m of true position 
 
DATA CONTEN
S 
E TABLE  
ull 
Name 
Item
 S
 
 
T: 
 
ATTRIBUTE
 
GROYNE_BW_GHCMA ATTRIBUT
 
Item F  Name Item 
Width
Item 
Type 
Notes 
Data Source DATASOURCE 30 String from. FA= Victorian Fishing Atlas, DOI= Department of 
Where the map was sourced 
Infrastructure  
Shape 
entifier SHP_ID 6 Number BOATFAC25 (DSE Data library) 
30 String 
Layer source + Unique 
identifier in BOATFAC25 
(DSE Data library) 
Unique identifier in 
id
Data identifier DATA_ID 
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DAT T 
Groy  
Groyne and breakwater features of the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment 
Management Region (Coastal Catchments) 
arrnambool) 
urisdiction: Western Coastal Board 
 
DES ION          Line Featu
Abstract: This layer contains line features delin he 
kin chme e
 D men str 5 
(Master library group – LZ). 
 Extent: Glenelg Hopkins Catchment Authorit ub-catchments (West of 
Peterborough to Victorian/South Aust
DATASET CURRENCY: 
 
ata Extraction:   29/11/06 
ATASET STATUS: 
 
rogress: Active 
aintenance & 
pdate Frequency: As required 
 
ATASET ACCESS: 
 
tored Data Format(s):  ArcView Shapefile and Mapinfo Table 
vailable Format Type(s): Digital – all major formats available 
rojection:  GDA 1994, datum MGA Zone 54 
 
ATA QUALITY: 
 
Map input scale: 
1:25,000 
 
Data Set Origin: 
Originality: Derived 
Data Collection Method: see – BOATFAC25 
 
Data Set Source: 
BOATFAC25 
 
Positional Accuracy: 
 
Precision: Source Data: 
 See BOATFAC25, generally within +/- 12.5m of true position 
  
 Digital Data: 
ASE
ne_BW_GHCMA
Title: 
Custodian: Deakin University GIS Facility (W
J
CRIPT re 
eating groynes and breakwaters in t
ment Region.  The layer was 
ucture-Planning layer BOATFAC2
Glenelg-Hop
extracted from
s Cat
epart
nt Manag
t of Infra
 
 
Geographic y Coastal S
ralia border) 
 
D
 
D
P
M
U
D
S
A
P
D
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 See BOATFAC25, generally within +/- 12.5m of true position 
 
IBUTES 
 
Item Full Item Name Item 
th
Item 
Type 
Notes 
DATA CONTENT: 
 
ATTR
GROYNE_BW_GHCMA ATTRIBUTE TABLE  
 
Name Wid
Data Source DATA hing 
Infrastructure  
SOURCE 30 String 
Where the map was sourced 
from. FA= Victorian Fis
Atlas, DOI= Department of 
hape SHP_ID 6 Number 
Unique identifier in 
BOATFAC25 (DSE Data 
D 30 String 
e + Unique 
identifier in BOATFAC25 
(DSE Data library) 
S
identifier library) 
Layer sourc
Data identifier DATA_I
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DAT T 
Marina_Pen_cent_GHCMA 
Marina and boat-pen features of the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment 
s) 
nambool) 
u oast d 
 
DESCRIPTION           Point Feature 
ntain int fea in
kins hmen m
extracted from Department of Infrastru  
(Master library group – LZ). 
Geographic Extent: Glenelg Hopkins Catchment Authority st of 
ugh to V rian/S r
DATASET CURRENCY: 
 
ata Extraction:   29/11/06  
 
ATASET STATUS: 
 
rogress: Active 
aintenance & 
pdate Frequency: As required 
 
ATASET ACCESS: 
 
tored Data Format(s):  ArcView Shapefile and Mapinfo Table 
vailable Format Type(s): Digital – all major formats available 
rojection:  GDA 1994, datum MGA Zone 54 
 
ATA QUALITY: 
 
Map input scale: 
1:25,000 
 
Data Set Origin: 
Originality: Derived 
Data Collection Method: see – BOATFAC25 
 
Data Set Source: 
Hydro25 
 
Positional Accuracy: 
 
Precision: Source Data: 
 See BOATFAC25, generally within +/- 12.5m of true position 
  
 Digital Data: 
 See BOATFAC25, generally within +/- 12.5m of true position  
ASE
Title: 
Management Region (Coastal Catchment
ustodian: Deakin University GIS Facility (WarrC
J risdiction: Western C al Boar
Abstract: This layer co
Glenelg-Hop
s po
 Catc
tures del
t Manage
eating marinas and boat-pens in the 
ent Region.  The layer was 
cture-Planning layer BOATFAC25
 
 
 Coastal Sub-catchments (We
alia border) Peterboro icto outh Aust
D
D
P
M
U
D
S
A
P
D
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DATA CONTENT: 
 
Name 
Item
Width 
Item 
Type 
Notes 
 
IBUTES ATTR
 
_cent ATTRIBUTE TABLE  Marina_Pen_GHCMA
 
Item Full  Name Item 
Data Sour SOURCE 30 String from. FA= Victorian FishingAtlas, DOI= Department of 
Infrastructure  
ce DATA
Where the map was sourced 
 
hape 
entifier SHP_ID 6 Number 
Unique identifier in 
BOATFAC25 (DSE Data 
library) 
n BOATFAC25 
(DSE Data library) 
S
id
Data identifier DATA_ID 30 String 
Layer source + Unique 
identifier i
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DATASET 
Mari  
Marina and boat-pen features of the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment 
Management Region (Coastal Catchments) 
Warrnambool) 
urisdiction: Western Coastal Board 
 
DES ION           Line Featu
Abstract: This layer contains line features deline
kins hmen m
m D ment ru
(Master library group – LZ). 
 Extent: Glenelg Hopkins Catchment Authority b-catchments (West of 
Peterborough to Victorian/South Austr
RR
 
ata Extraction:   29/11/06  
 
ATASET STATUS: 
 
rogress: Active 
aintenance & 
pdate Frequency: As required 
 
ATASET ACCESS: 
 
tored Data Format(s):  ArcView Shapefile and Mapinfo Table 
vailable Format Type(s): Digital – all major formats available 
rojection:  GDA 1994, datum MGA Zone 54 
 
ATA QUALITY: 
 
Map input scale: 
1:25,000 
 
Data Set Origin: 
Originality: Derived 
Data Collection Method: see – BOATFAC25 
 
Data Set Source: 
Hydro25 
 
Positional Accuracy: 
 
Precision: Source Data: 
 See BOATFAC25, generally within +/- 12.5m of true position 
  
 Digital Data: 
 See BOATFAC25, generally within +/- 12.5m of true position 
na_Pen_GHCMA
Title: 
Custodian: Deakin University GIS Facility (
J
CRIPT re 
ating marinas and boat-pens in the 
ent Region.  The layer was 
cture-Planning layer BOATFAC25 
Glenelg-Hop
extracted fro
 Catc
epart
t Manage
of Infrast
 
 
Geographic  Coastal Su
alia border) 
DATASET CU ENCY: 
D
D
P
M
U
D
S
A
P
D
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IBUTES 
 
Item Full Item Name Item 
th 
Item 
Type 
Notes 
DATA CONTENT: 
 
ATTR
Marina_Pen_GHCMA ATTRIBUTE TABLE  
 
Name Wid
Data Source DATA
ced 
shing 
Infrastructure  
SOURCE 30 String 
Where the map was sour
from. FA= Victorian Fi
Atlas, DOI= Department of 
hape SHP_ID 6 Number 
Unique identifier in 
BOATFAC25 (DSE Data 
D 30 String 
ce + Unique 
identifier in BOATFAC25 
(DSE Data library) 
S
identifier library) 
Layer sour
Data identifier DATA_I
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DAT T 
Pier_Jetty_GHCMA_cent 
Pier and jetty features of the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment Management 
arrnambool) 
u oast d 
 
DESCRIPTION           Point Feature 
ntain int fea
kins hmen m
extracted from Department of Infrastru  
(Master library group – LZ). 
Geographic Extent: Glenelg Hopkins Catchment Authority st of 
ugh to V rian/S r
DATASET CURRENCY: 
 
ata Extraction:   29/11/06  
 
ATASET STATUS: 
 
rogress: Active 
aintenance & 
pdate Frequency: As required 
 
ATASET ACCESS: 
 
tored Data Format(s):  ArcView Shapefile and Mapinfo Table 
vailable Format Type(s): Digital – all major formats available 
rojection:  GDA 1994, datum MGA Zone 54 
 
ATA QUALITY: 
 
Map input scale: 
1:25,000 
 
Data Set Origin: 
Originality: Derived 
Data Collection Method: see – BOATFAC25 
 
Data Set Source: 
Hydro25 
 
Positional Accuracy: 
 
Precision: Source Data: 
 See BOATFAC25, generally within +/- 12.5m of true position 
  
 Digital Data: 
 See BOATFAC25, generally within +/- 12.5m of true position  
ASE
Title: 
Region (Coastal Catchments) 
ustodian: Deakin University GIS Facility (WC
J risdiction: Western C al Boar
Abstract: This layer co
Glenelg-Hop
s po
 Catc
tures delin
t Manage
eating piers and jetties in the 
ent Region.  The layer was 
cture-Planning layer BOATFAC25
 
 
 Coastal Sub-catchments (We
alia border) Peterboro icto outh Aust
D
D
P
M
U
D
S
A
P
D
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DATA CONTENT: 
 
Name 
Item
Width 
Item 
Type 
Notes 
 
IBUTES ATTR
 
cent ATTRIBUTE TABLPier_Jetty_GHCMA_ E  
 
Item Full  Name Item 
Data Sour SOURCE 30 String from. FA= Victorian FiAtlas, DOI= Department of 
Infrastructure  
ce DATA
Where the map was sourced 
shing 
hape 
entifier SHP_ID 6 Number 
Unique identifier in 
BOATFAC25 (DSE Data 
library) 
n BOATFAC25 
(DSE Data library) 
S
id
Data identifier DATA_ID 30 String 
Layer source + Unique 
identifier i
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DAT T 
Pier_Jetty_GHCMA 
Pier and jetty features of the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment Management 
 
lity (Warrnambool) 
u oast d 
 
DESCRIPTION           Line Feature 
ntain e feat e
kins hmen m
extracted from Department of Infrastru  
(Master library group – LZ). 
Geographic Extent: Glenelg Hopkins Catchment Authority st of 
ugh to V rian/S r
DATASET CURRENCY: 
 
ata Extraction:   29/11/06  
 
ATASET STATUS: 
 
rogress: Active 
aintenance & 
pdate Frequency: As required 
 
ATASET ACCESS: 
 
tored Data Format(s):  ArcView Shapefile and Mapinfo Table 
vailable Format Type(s): Digital – all major formats available 
rojection:  GDA 1994, datum MGA Zone 54 
 
ATA QUALITY: 
 
Map input scale: 
1:25,000 
 
Data Set Origin: 
Originality: Derived 
Data Collection Method: see – BOATFAC25 
 
Data Set Source: 
Hydro25 
 
Positional Accuracy: 
 
Precision: Source Data: 
 See BOATFAC25, generally within +/- 12.5m of true position 
  
 Digital Data: 
 See BOATFAC25, generally within +/- 12.5m of true position  
ASE
Title: 
Region (Coastal Catchments)
ustodian: Deakin University GIS FaciC
J risdiction: Western C al Boar
Abstract: This layer co
Glenelg-Hop
s lin
 Catc
ures delin
t Manage
ating piers and jetties in the 
ent Region.  The layer was 
cture-Planning layer BOATFAC25
 
 
 Coastal Sub-catchments (We
alia border) Peterboro icto outh Aust
D
D
P
M
U
D
S
A
P
D
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DATA CONTENT: 
 Full 
Name 
Item
Width 
Item 
Type 
Notes 
 
IBUTES ATTR
 
TTRIBUTE TABLE  Pier_Jetty_GHCMA A
 
Item  Name Item 
Data Sour SOURCE 30 String from. FA= Victorian FishinAtlas, DOI= Department o
Infrastructure  
ce DATA
Where the map was sourced 
g 
f 
Shape ta 
ata identifier DATA_ID 
(DSE Data library) 
identifier SHP_ID 6 Number 
Unique identifier in 
BOATFAC25 (DSE Da
library) 
30 String 
Layer source + Unique 
identifier in BOATFAC25 D
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DATASET 
RHS_Reaches 
Title: Collated river health strategy information f
of the  Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment Manag
Deakin University GIS Facility (Warrna
oar
DESCRIPTION Line Feature 
Abstract: This layer contains environmental, social a
river reaches in the Glenelg-Hopkins Catc
(coastal catchments) related to recreationa
y derived fro
ority er H
  
Geographic Extent: Glenelg Hopkins Catchment Authority Co
Peterborough to Victorian/South Australia
 
DATASET CURRENCY: 
 
Data Collection: 29/11/2006 
 STATUS
Progress: Active 
Maintenance & 
Update Frequency: As required 
 
DATASET ACCESS: 
 
Stored Data Format(s):  ArcView Shapefile and Mapinfo T
Available Format Type(s): Digital – all major formats available 
 1994, datu  MGA  
 
DATA CONTENT: 
hes ATT   
Item Full Name Item Name Item 
Width
Item 
Type 
etres) LENGTH_MET 11 Number
 
RV_NAME 30 String 
River type RV_TYPE 30 String 
Reach Number REACHNO 6 Number ach in the GHCMA. 
Sub-basin + 
Reach number SUBREACH 30 String 
Unique Sub-basin identifier from 
GHRHS + reach identifier from GHRHS.
or reaches in coastal catchments 
ement Region. 
mbool) 
nd economic information for 
Custodian: 
Client: 
 
Western Coastal B d 
hment Management Region 
l fishing.  Information from this 
elg-Hopkins Catchment 
gy 2004-2009.     
layer was primaril
Management Auth
m the Glen
ealth State Riv
astal Sub-catchments (West of 
 border) 
 
DATASET : 
able 
Projection: 
 
 
GDA m  Zone 54
ATTRIBUTES 
RHS_Reac
 
RIBUTE TABLE
Notes 
Length (m
Basin code
River name 
Length of reach. 
 
 
 
Unique number that identifies each re
WR_BASIN 2 Number
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Unique Sub-basin identifier from 
GHRHS Sub-basin number SUB_BSAIN 6 String 
Fish – Proportion 
of introduced 
species 
FISH_PROPO 6 Number
; 
 
es 
troduced 
 
es 
Ecological Health ECO_HEALTH 6 Number  
Estuarine 
Condition ESTUARINE_ 6 Number
reach, 2 = 
ay 
er Estuary, which is one of 
rt, 
ed severely modified 
Recreation fishing 
intensity/popularit
y 
FISHING 6 Number
shing; 
motorised 
recreational boats 
NON_MOTOR_ 6 Number
 
 
 
Usage by 
motorised 
recreational boats 
MOTOR_BOAT 6 Number
oating activity; 4 = Popular 
boating destination, but seasonal; 5 = 
Popular boating destination. (Refer to 
GHCMA River Health Strategy) 
0 = No Data; 1 = 70–100%; 2 = 30-69%
3 = 10-29%; 4 = 1-9%; 5=0%   Peter 
Grant, Marine and Freshwater Research
Institute (MAFRI), Snob's Creek. Scor
were calculated as number of in
fish spp. / total number of spp. * 100 = 
Percent introduced spp. Also used
information from Dept. Water Resourc
(1989) 
Is this reach considered to be in an 
ecologically healthy state? 0 = No, 5 =
Yes (Refer to GHCMA River Health 
Strategy). 
0 = no data, 1 = not relevant to 
severely modified, 3 = modified, 4 = 
largely unmodified, 5 = near pristine. 
Anon  (2002). These classifications m
need to be altered since they have been 
based on a Nation wide scale and may 
not be entirely appropriate for many 
Victorian estuaries. For example, the 
Glenelg Riv
our better estuaries, is classified as 
severely modified. The Merri River, 
which was not mentioned in this repo
has been consider
similar to the Moyne since it had been 
diverted and channelised.  
0 = No data; 1 = No recreational fi
2 = Unlikely to be recreational fishing; 3 
= Occasional recreational fishing; 4 = 
Some recreational fishing; 5 = Popular 
recreational fishing (Refer to GHCMA 
River Health Strategy). 
0 = No Data; 1 = No boating; 3 = 
Occasional boating activity; 4 = Popular
boating destination, but seasonal; 5 =
Popular boating destination. (Refer to
GHCMA River Health Strategy) 
0 = No Data; 1 = No boating; 3 = 
Occasional b
Usage by non-
 79
Usage/popularit
for camping 
y 
bers; 3 
h, 
gh, 
os, 
CAMPING 6 Number
0 = No Data; 1 = Very low, not suitable; 
2 = Low, difficult access, low num
= Moderate, some camping; 4 = Hig
low density camping; 5 = Very hi
popular camping site.  Ty Matthews & 
Pete Lind (pers. comm.), ISC phot
Tourist information brochures. 
Infrastructure INFRA1 6 Number
Quality of road access to waterways. 0 = 
 
major highway or major 
Tourism 
 TOURISM 6 Number
 
 
 
lth 
).  
tability BANK_STABI 
BED_STAB_1  
trategy)  
FISH_BARR 6 Number
 
 artificial 
barrier in the basin downstream of the 
reach completely blocks indigenous fish 
migration; 3 = Situations where there are 
artificial barriers that may intermittently 
 of endemic 
 of the 
reach interfere with fish endemic to the 
A River Health 
Strategy).   
No Data; 1 = Very low value, no 
structures associated; 2 =  Low value, 
small instream structures; 3 = Moderate 
value, minor unsealed road; 4 =High
value, sealed road or major instream 
structures or culvert bridge;  5 = Very 
high value, 
bridge or fully lined channel.   
0 = No Data; 1 = Very low; 2= Low, 
accessible but not visited by tourists; 3 =
intensity/usage
Moderate, accessible but away from
tourist destinations, 4 = High, accessible
and near tourist destinations; 5 = very 
high, frequent tourists or major event 
focused (Refer to GHCMA River Hea
Strategy
Bank s 6 Number
99 = No Data;  1 = Extensive erosion; 2 
= Moderate erosion; 3 = Limited erosion; 
4 = Stable (Refer to GHCMA River 
Health Strategy) 
0 = No Data; 1 = Extensive instability; 3 
= Limited instability; 5 = Stable (Refer to
GHCMA River Health S
Bed stability 6 Number
Impact of instream barriers to native fish
migration (ISC) 1 = At least one
Impact of 
instream barriers interfere with the migration
fish species; 5 = In typical year, no 
artificial barriers downstream
stream (Refer to GHCM
 80
Salini END_ANAL 6 Number significant trend, 3 = signifty Trend Analysis (EC) TR
Smith & Nathan (2000). Scoring system 
used: 0 = no data, 5 = significant 
decreasing trend, 4 = no change or 
icant 
increasing trend by 5 um/cm/year, 2 = 
ant increasing trend by 15 
um/cm/year, 1 = significant increasing 
trend by 25 um/cm/year 
signific
Flow deviation F
99 = No Data;1= Extreme deviation from 
eviation from 
iation from 
n from 
natural ; 5 = Very small deviation from 
natural (Refer to GHCMA River Health 
Strategy)   
lgal blooms ALGAL_BLOO 6 Number
 = Algal blooms recorded; 
5 = No recorded algal blooms. J. Lowe 
and G. Holmes, GHCMA pers. Comm. 
UT 6 Number
0 = Not relevant to this reach; 1 = 
Artificially opened; 5 = Not artificially 
opened. Scored using local knowledge 
and past reports from Deakin University, 
Warrnambool (Ty Matthews & Pete 
Lind). 
Score WQSCORE 6 Number
0 = No Data; 1 = overall ISC score of 0; 
2 = 1-2; 3 = 3-4 ; 4 = 5-6; 5 =  >6. (Refer 
to GHCMA River Health Strategy)  
6 Number
Converted ISC overall aquatic life score.  
0 = No data, 1 = 1&2; 2 = 3&4; 3 = 5&6; 
4 = 7&8; 5 = 9&10. (Refer to GHCMA 
River Health Strategy) 
Presence of 1 = Absent; 5 = Present.  Sourced from 
t. Water Resources (1989). 
LOW_DEV_1 6 Number
natural ; 2= Extensive d
natural; 3 = Moderate dev
natural ; 4 = Minor deviatio
0 = No Data; 1
A
Manual river 
mouth openings RIVER_MO
Water quality 
 
 
Aquatic life AQUALIFE 
Trout/Redfin TRT_RFIN 6 Number Dep
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DAT
Slipway_GHCMA_cen
Title: ay features of the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment Management Region 
Deakin University GIS Facility (Warrnambool) 
urisdiction: Western Coastal Board 
E ON  eatu
Ab cont  fea lin pways in the Glenelg-
Hopkins Catch gio
Department of Infrastructure-Planning l
 
 
 Extent: Peterboro  to V ut
 
RR
ata Extraction:   29/11/06 
eginning Date:  
nding Date:  
 
ATASET STATUS: 
 
rogress: Active 
aintenance & 
pdate Frequency: As required 
 
ATASET ACCESS: 
 
tored Data Format(s):  ArcView Shapefile and Mapinfo Table 
vailable Format Type(s): Digital – all major formats available 
rojection:  GDA 1994, datum MGA Zone 54 
 
ATA QUALITY: 
 
Map input scale: 
1:25,000 
 
Data Set Origin: 
Originality: Derived 
Data Collection Method: see – BOATFAC25 
 
Data Set Source: 
BOATFAC25 
 
Positional Accuracy: 
 
Precision: Source Data: 
 See BOATFAC25, generally within +/- 12.5m of true position 
ASET 
t 
Slipw
(Coastal Catchments) 
Custodian: 
J
 
D SCRIPTI
stract: 
         Point F
This layer 
re 
ains point
ment Manage
tures de
ment Re
eating sli
n.  The layer was extracted from 
ayer BOATFAC25 (Master library 
group – LZ).
 
Geographic West of ugh ictorian/So h Australia border. 
DATASET CU
 
ENCY: 
D
B
E
D
P
M
U
D
S
A
P
D
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 Digital Data: See BOATFAC25, generally within +/- 12.5m of true 
position 
DATA CONTEN
 
lipway_GHCMA_cent ATTRIBUTE TABLE  
e 
 
T: 
ATTRIBUTES 
 
S
 
Item Full Item Name It
Nam
em 
Width 
Item 
Type 
Notes 
Data Source DATA 30 String from. DOI= Department of 
Infrastructure  
SOURCE
Where the map was sourced 
hape SH
Unique identifier in 
SE Data 
library) 
D 30 String 
Layer source + Unique 
identifier in BOATFAC25 
(DSE Data library) 
S
identifier P_ID 6 Number BOATFAC25 (D
Data identifier DATA_I
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DATASET 
Slipway_GHCMA 
Slipway features of the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment Management Region 
lity (Warrnambool) 
u oast d 
 
DESCRIPTION           Line Feature 
ntain e feat e
Hopkins Catchment Management Regi from 
Department of Infrastructure-Planning l er library 
LZ). 
 
eterbor  to Vi out
 
ATASET CURRENCY: 
 
ata Extraction:   29/11/06  
 
ATASET STATUS: 
 
rogress: Active 
aintenance & 
pdate Frequency: As required 
 
ATASET ACCESS: 
 
tored Data Format(s):  ArcView Shapefile and Mapinfo Table 
vailable Format Type(s): Digital – all major formats available 
rojection:  GDA 1994, datum MGA Zone 54 
 
ATA QUALITY: 
 
Map input scale: 
1:25,000 
 
Data Set Origin: 
Originality: Derived 
Data Collection Method: see – BOATFAC25 
 
Data Set Source: 
BOATFAC25 
 
Positional Accuracy: 
 
Precision: Source Data: 
 See BOATFAC25, generally within +/- 12.5m of true position 
  
 Digital Data: 
 See BOATFAC25, generally within +/- 12.5m of true position 
Title: 
(Coastal Catchments) 
ustodian: Deakin University GIS FaciC
J risdiction: Western C al Boar
Abstract: This layer co s lin ures delin ating slipways in the Glenelg-
on.  The layer was extracted 
ayer BOATFAC25 (Mast
group – 
 
Geographic Extent: West of P ough ctorian/S h Australia border. 
D
D
D
P
M
U
D
S
A
P
D
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DATA CONTENT: 
Slipway_GHCMA AT
Type 
 
IBUTES ATTR
 
TRIBUTE TABLE  
 
 Full Item Item Notes Item
Name 
 Name Item 
Width 
String 
Where the map was sourced 
from. DOI= Department of Data Source DATASOURCE 30 
Infrastructure  
Shape 
identifier SH ata library) 
DA
) 
P_ID 6 Number 
Unique identifier in 
BOATFAC25 (DSE D
Data identifier TA_ID 30 String 
Layer source + Unique 
identifier in BOATFAC25 
(DSE Data library
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DAT
SWFish_line_GHCMA
Title: Fish sp nagement 
Region from The Victorian Fishing Atlas (Explore Australia) and OSRA 
(es
Custodian: Deaki
Client: Weste
 
DESCRIPT
Abstrac
Manag
Victori
(estuar
  
Geogr  Catchment Authority Coastal Sub-catchments (West of 
to Victorian/South Australia border) 
 
DAT T CURRENCY: 
29/11/2006 
ATUS: 
rogress: Active 
M
cy: As req d 
Stored Data Format(s):  ArcView Shapefile and Mapinf
mat Type(s): Dig  all major formats av
 DA 1994 tum
 
QUALITY: 
Map rectification scale: 
pkinsriver ma 89,750 
 
vic-war-portfairy map:  1:79,650 
ar-portlandbay map: :558,900 
 
Data Set Origin: 
ginality: itle: The V oria
 Published: Explore Australia P 2) New Edition. South 
Yarra, Victoria 
 collection method ectificati  Ac
 
ASET 
_cent 
ecies points of the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment Ma
1.6 tuaries). 
n University GIS Facility (Warrnambool) 
rn Coastal Board 
ION Point Feature 
t: This layer contains merged fish species in the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment 
ement Region.  The layer was extracted from rectified The 
an Fishing Atlas (Explore Australia) maps and OSRA 1.6 
ies). 
aphic Extent: Glenelg Hopkins
Peterborough 
ASE
 
Data Collection: 
 
DATASET ST
 
P
aintenance & 
Update Frequen
 
uire
DATASET ACCESS: 
 
o Table 
 54 
Available For
Projection: 
ital –
G
ailable 
 MGA Zone, da
DATA 
 
 
vic-war-ho p: 1:
 
vic-w   1
Ori T ict n fishing atlas  
ub. (200
 
Data
 
and R on curacy: 
 86
vic-war-hopkinsriver map: Raw EPS files were resampled t
dobe Phot op. 
ne in Arc  9. 
vcst25g_a layers were selected ). 
Digitising of points was done u
vic-war-portfairy map:  Raw EPS files were resampled t nd saved as .TIF using 
Adobe Photoshop. Resizing, ro re 
ne in Arc  9. 
st25g_a layers w  
Digitising of points was done u View 3.3. 
landbay map w EPS fi wer  
obe Photos op. R  
done in ArcGIS 9. 25 points fro
st25g_a layers w  
gitising of points
 
Largest variation from vcst25g_a: 
-hopkinsriver map 39m 
vic-war-portfairy map:  268m 
 
c-war-portlandbay map 9m 
 
DATA CONTENT: 
UTES 
SWFish_line_GHCMA_cent ATTRIBUTE TABLE  
 
e Item Name Item 
With Type 
o RGB and saved as .TIF using 
tating and rectification of map were 
m vhydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
A
do
osh
GIS
Resizing, ro
20 points fro
for rectification (RMS 163.73058
sing ArcView 3.3. 
o RGB a
 
tating and rectification of map we
m vhydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
for rectification (RMS 158.93857). 
sing Arc
do
vc
GIS 25 points fro
ere selected
 
vic-war-port :  Ra
Ad
les 
h
e resampled
esizing, ro
to RGB and saved as .TIF using 
tating and rectification of map were
m vhydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
for rectification (RMS 241.75892). 
sing ArcView 3.3. 
vc
Di
ere selected
 was done u
vic-war
 
: 2
vi :  53
ATTRIB
Item Full Nam Item Notes 
Unique ID ID 6 Number  Unique identifier to feature 
Australian Salmon SA 6 Number A= Victorian Fishing 
Barracouta BC 6 Number A= Victorian Fishing 
6 Number A= Victorian Fishing 
Estuary Perch EP 6 Number A= Victorian Fishing 
Flathead F 6 Number 
res 
N  
ecies point features 
Fishing 
Luderick LU 6 Number A= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Fish species point features 
from F
Atlas 
Fish species point features 
from F
Atlas 
Fish species point features 
from FBream B 
Atlas 
Fish species point features 
from F
Atlas 
Fish species point featu
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Fish sp
Garfish G 6 umber from FA= Victorian 
Atlas 
Fish species point features 
from F
 87
Mullet, yelloweye N  
tures 
M 6 umber
Fish species point fea
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Mulloway MU 
es 
ctorian Fishing 
ike, longfinned PI 6 Number 
s 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Shark, 
gummy/school GS 6 Number 
Fish species point features 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Shark, other SH 6 Number 
Fish species point features 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Snapper S 6 Number 
Fish species point features 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Snook SN 6 Number 
Fish species point features 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Sweep SW 6 Number 
Fish species point features 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Trevally, silver TR 6 Number 
Fish species point features 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Tuna TU 6 Number 
Fish species point features 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Warehou WA 6 Number 
Fish species point features 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Whiting, King 
George W 6 Number 
Fish species point features 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Yellowtail Kingfish KI 6 Number 
Fish species point features 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Origin ORIGIN 30 String Sum of all fish species found at that particular point 
Digitised date DIGITISE_D 30 String 
Title of map used to digitise 
features off (Victorian Fishing 
Atlas) 
Shape identifier SHP_ID 30 String Date of digitisation 
Data identifier DATA_ID 6 Number 
Where the map was sourced 
from. FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
6 Number 
Fish species point featur
from FA= Vi
Atlas 
Fish species point feature
P
 88
Data Source DATASOUR 30 String 
Unique identifier in 
SWFish_line_GHCMA (FA= 
Victorian Fishing Atlas) CE 
Species Diversity SPPDIV 6 Number SWFish_li
Layer source + Unique 
identifier in 
ne_GHCMA (FA= 
Victorian Fishing Atlas) 
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DATASET 
SWFish_line_GHCMA
Title: tro
Manag
Custodian: Deaki
Client: Weste
 
DESC
Abstract: This la
Manag
Victori
  
Geogr  Catchment Authority Coastal Sub-catchments (West of 
to Victorian/South Australia border) 
 
DAT T CURRENCY: 
29/11/2006 
ATUS: 
rogress: Active 
M
Update Frequency: As required 
S: 
 
ormat(s):  View Shapefi  and M b
mat Type(s): Digit l major form  avai
Projection:  GDA 1994, datum MGA Zone 54 
QUALITY: 
 
ication scale: 
vic-war-hopkinsriver map: 1:89,750 
 
ar-portfairy map:  ,650 
vic-war-portlandbay map:  1:558,900 
ta Set Origin: 
Originality: Title: The Victorian fishing atlas  
 Published: Explore Australia Pub. (2
ra, Victoria 
 
Data collection method and Rectification Accuracy: 
vic-war-hopkinsriver map: Raw EPS files were resampled to RG aved as .TIF using 
Adobe Photoshop. Resizing, rotating a tification of map were 
 
Cen ids of Fish species lines of the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment 
ement Region from The Victorian Fishing Atlas (Explore Australia) 
n University GIS Facility (Warrnambool) 
rn Coastal Board 
RIPTION Line Feature 
yer contains fish species in the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment 
ement Region.  The layer was extracted from rectified The 
an Fishing Atlas (Explore Australia) maps. 
aphic Extent: Glenelg Hopkins
Peterborough 
ASE
 
Data Collection: 
 
DATASET ST
 
P
aintenance & 
 
DATASET ACCES
Stored Data F
Available For
Arc
al – al
le
ats
apinfo Ta
lable 
le 
 
DATA 
Map rectif
 
vic-w
 
1:79
 
Da
002) New Edition. South 
Yar
  
 
B and s
nd rec
 90
done in ArcGIS 9. 20 points from vh
5g_a layers re se e
g of po  was A
 
vic-war-portfairy map:  Raw EPS files were resampled to RG
be Photosho esiz
done in ArcGIS 9. 25 points from vh g, vroad_25g and 
vcst25g_a layers were selected for re
itising of po  was A
landbay map:  Raw EPS files were resampled to RG aved as .TIF using 
Adobe Photoshop. Resizing, rotating
e in ArcGIS  po
_a layers ere selected e
Digitising of points was done using A
gest variation from vc g_a: 
vic-war-hopkinsriver map: 239m 
 
c-war-portfairy map:  m 
vic-war-portlandbay map:  539m 
CONTENT: 
ATTRIBUTES 
E TABLE  
Item Full Name Item Name Item 
Width
Item 
ydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
ctification (RMS 163.73058). 
rcView 3.3. 
vcst2
Digitisin
 we
ints
lected for r
done using 
B and saved as .TIF using 
 and rectification of map were 
ydro_25
Ado p. R ing, rotating
ctification (RMS 158.93857). 
rcView 3.3. 
B and s
Dig ints done using 
 
vic-war-port
 and rectification of map were 
ydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
ctification (RMS 241.75892). 
don
vcst25g
 9. 25
 w
ints from vh
 for r
rcView 3.3. 
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DATA 
SWFISH_LINE_GHCMA ARC ATTRIB
 
UT
Type 
Notes 
Australian Salmon SA 6 Number 
Line features of fish species 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Barracouta BC 6 Number 
Bream B 6 Number 
Estuary Perch EP 6 Number 
 N  
N  
 species 
Luderick LU 6 Number Fishing 
Mullet, yelloweye M 6 Number ng 
Atlas 
Line features of fish species 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Line features of fish species 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Line features of fish species 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Flathead F 6 umber
Line features of fish species 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Garfish G 6 umber
Line features of fish
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Line features of fish species 
from FA= Victorian 
Atlas 
Line features of fish species 
from FA= Victorian Fishi
 91
Mulloway MU 6 Number 
cies 
ctorian Fishing 
Line features of fish spe
from FA= Vi
Atlas 
Pike, longfinned GPI 6 Number 
ies 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
GS 6 Number 
Line features of fish species 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Shark, other 
ecies 
 Victorian Fishing 
napper S 6 Number 
Line features of fish species 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Line features of fish species 
 Fishing 
TR 6 Number 
Line features of fish species 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
6 Number 
Line features of fish species 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
 Number 
Line features of fish species 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
W 6 Number 
Line features of fish species 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
K
Line features of fish species 
m FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
ersity SPP Sum of all fish species found at that particular point 
30 String 
Title of map used to digitise 
features off (FA= Victorian 
Fishing Atlas) 
Digiti ed date Digitise_date 30 String Date of digitisation 
Data Source 30 String 
Where the map was sourced 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Shape identifier SHP_ID 6 Number 
Unique identifier in 
SWFish_line_GHCMA (FA= 
Victorian Fishing Atlas) 
Line features of fish spec
Shark, 
gummy/school 
SH 6 Number 
Line features of fish sp
from FA=
Atlas 
S
Snook SN 6 Number from FA= Victorian
Atlas 
Line features of fish species 
Sweep SW 6 Number from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Trevally, silver 
Tuna TU 
Warehou WA 6
Whiting, King 
George 
Yellowtail Kingfish I 6 Number fro
Species Div DIV 6 Number 
Origin Origin 
s
DATASOURCE
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Data ing Layer source + Unique 
identifier in 
 (FA= 
identifier Data_ID 30 Str
SWFish_line_GHCMA
Victorian Fishing Atlas) 
 
 
DATASET 
SWFish_poly_GHCM
Title: Centro
Manag
Custod : Deaki
Client
 
DESCRIPTION Cent
Abstract: This la tchment 
Management Region.  The layer was extracted from rectified The 
g Atlas (Explore Australia) maps. 
  
Geogr ins Catchment Authority Coastal Sub-catchments (West of 
erb to Victorian/South Australia border) 
 
ATASET CURRENCY: 
 29/11/2006 
ATASET STATUS: 
P
Maintenance & 
req d 
DATASET ACCESS: 
ormat(s):  cView Sha ile an T
Available Format Type(s): Digital – all major formats available 
n:  DA 1994, d m M
DATA QUALITY: 
ication scale: 
 
vic-war-hopkinsriver map: 1:89,750 
vic-war-portfairy map:  1:79,650 
 
war-portlandbay map: 558,900 
Data Set Origin: 
Originality: Title: The Victorian fishing atlas  
 Published: Explore Australia Pub. (2002) New Edition. South 
Yarra, Victoria 
A_cent 
ids of fish species polygons of the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment 
ement Region from The Victorian Fishing Atlas 
n University GIS Facility (Warrnambool) ian
: Western Coastal Board 
roids of Polygon Feature 
yer contains fish species in the Glenelg-Hopkins Ca
Victorian Fishin
aphic Extent: Glenelg Hopk
Pet orough 
D
 
Data Collection:
 
D
rogress: Active 
Update Frequency: As 
 
uire
 
Stored Data F Ar pef d Mapinfo able 
Projectio
 
G atu GA Zone 54 
 
Map rectif
 
vic-
 
  1:
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 collection method ectificatio
vic-war-hopkinsriver map: Raw EPS files were resampled to R
Adobe Photoshop. Resizing, rotati e 
ne in ArcG . 20  
vcst25g_a layers were selected for . 
Digitising of points was done usin
r-portfairy map:  S files were re  R
Adobe Photoshop. Resizing, rotati re 
done in ArcGIS 9. 25 points from 
_a lay ere r
itising of po ts was do n
 
c-war-portlandbay map: w EPS files were re  R
obe Photos . Re i
done in ArcGIS 9. 25 points from 
vcst25g_a layers were selected for . 
itising of p ts w
Largest variation from vcst25g_a: 
vic-war-hopkinsriver map: 239m 
vic-war-portfairy map:  268m 
 
c-war-portlandbay map:  
DATA CONTENT: 
UTES 
H_POLY_GHCM NT AR ATT
 
e Item Name Item 
Width
Data
 
and R n Accuracy: 
GB and saved as .TIF using 
ng and rectification of map wer
vhydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
 rectification (RMS 163.73058)
do IS 9 points from
g ArcView 3.3. 
GB and saved as .TIF using 
ng and rectification of map we
 
vic-wa Raw EP sampled to
vhydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
 rectification (RMS 158.93857). 
g ArcView 3.3. 
vcst25g
Dig
ers w
in
 selected fo
ne usi
vi   Ra
Ad
sampled to
sizing, rotat
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ng and rectification of map were 
vhydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
hop
 rectification (RMS 241.75892)
g ArcView 3.3. Dig oin as done usin
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ATTRIB
SWFIS A_CE C RIBUTE TABLE  
Item Full Nam Item 
Type 
Notes 
Australian Salmon SA 6 Number 
Centroids of fish species 
polygon features from FA= 
Victorian Fishing Atlas 
Barracouta BC 6 Number 
Centroids of fish species 
polygon features from FA= 
Victorian Fishing Atlas 
Bream B 6 Number 
Centroids of fish species 
polygon features from FA= 
Victorian Fishing Atlas 
Estuary Perch EP 6 Number 
Centroids of fish species 
polygon features from FA= 
Victorian Fishing Atlas 
Flathead F 6 Number 
Centroids of fish species 
polygon features from FA= 
Victorian Fishing Atlas 
Centroids of fish species 
polygon features from FA= Garfish G 6 Nu
las 
mber 
Victorian Fishing At
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Luderick LU 6 N  
 
res from FA= umber
Centroids of fish species
polygon featu
Victorian Fishing Atlas 
Mullet, yelloweye M 6 Number 
Mulloway MU 6 Number 
ids of fish species 
 FA= 
ike, longfinned GPI 6 Number polygon features from FA= 
Victorian Fishing Atlas 
GS 6 Number 
Centroids of fish species 
polygon features from FA= 
Victorian Fishing Atlas 
n Fishing Atlas 
r Number 
 fish species 
polygon features from FA= 
Victorian Fishing Atlas 
Centroids of fish species 
 FA= 
las 
Number 
ds of fish species 
polygon features from FA= 
revally, silver TR 6 Number 
s of fish species 
polygon features from FA= 
Victorian Fishing Atlas 
6 Number 
Centroids of fish species 
polygon features from FA= 
Victorian Fishing Atlas 
Number 
Centroids of fish species 
polygon features from FA= 
Victorian Fishing Atlas 
George Number 
Centroids of fish species 
polygon features from FA= 
Victorian Fishing Atlas 
K
Centroids of fish species 
on features from FA= 
ersity SPPD Sum of all fish species found 
Origin 30 String 
Where the map was sourced 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Digiti 30 String 
Unique identifier in 
SWFish_poly_GHCMA (FA= 
Victorian Fishing Atlas) 
Centroids of fish species 
polygon features from FA= 
Victorian Fishing Atlas 
Centro
polygon features from
Victorian Fishing Atlas 
Centroids of fish species 
P
Shark, 
gummy/school 
Shark, other SH 6 Number 
Centroids of fish species 
polygon features from FA= 
Victoria
Centroids of
Snappe S 6 
Snook SN 6 Number polygon features from
Victorian Fishing At
Centroi
Sweep SW 6 
Victorian Fishing Atlas 
Centroid
T
Tuna TU 
Warehou WA 6 
Whiting, King W 6 
Yellowtail Kingfish I 6 Number polyg
Victorian Fishing Atlas 
Species Div IV 6 Number at that particular point 
Origin 
sed date Digitise_date 
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Data 30 String 
Layer source + Unique 
identifier in 
SWFish_poly_GHCMA (FA= 
Victorian Fishing Atlas) 
Source DATASOURCE 
Shape identifier SHP
Where the map was sourced 
ing 
Atlas 
Data iden
Unique identifier in 
SWFish_poly_GHCMA (FA= 
_ID 6 Number from FA= Victorian Fish
tifier Data_ID 30 String 
Victorian Fishing Atlas) 
 
 
DATASET 
SWF
Title: Fish sp
Region
Custodian: Deaki
Client
 
DESCRIPTION Polyg
Abstract: This la
Manag ied The 
g Atlas (Explore Australia) maps. 
  
Geographic Extent: Glenelg Hopkins Catchment Authority Coastal Sub-catchments (West of 
erb to Victorian/South Australia border) 
 
ATASET CURRENCY: 
 29/11/2006 
ATASET STATUS: 
P
Maintenance & 
As re  
 
ata Format(s):  cView Shap  and a
mat Type(s): Digital – ajor form ailab
 A 1994, dat  MG
 
UALITY: 
 
p rectification scale: 
ar-hopkinsriver map ,750 
ish_poly_GHCMA 
ecies polygons of the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment Management 
 from The Victorian Fishing Atlas 
n University GIS Facility (Warrnambool) 
: Western Coastal Board 
on Feature 
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ement Region.  The layer was extracted from rectif
Victorian Fishin
Pet orough 
D
 
Data Collection:
 
D
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Update Frequency: 
 
quired
DATASET ACCESS: 
Stored D
Available For
Ar
 all m
efile
ats av
 Mapinfo T
le 
ble 
Projection: GD um A Zone 54 
DATA Q
Ma
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: 1:89
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25g_a layer ere s
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DATA CONTENT: 
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Data Se
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 and rectification of map were 
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ectification (RMS 163.73058). 
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vi Raw
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 and rectification of map were op. R
ydro_25g, vroad_25g and 
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ArcView 3.3. 
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Ado
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 and rectification of map were 
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ATTRIBUTES 
SWFISH_POL CMA ARC AT IBUT  TABLE  
Type 
Notes 
Australian Salmon SA 6 Number  
Fish species polygon features 
FA= Victorian Fishing Atlas
Barracouta BC 6 Number Fish species polygon featuresFA= Victorian Fishing Atlas 
Fish sp
 
Bream B 6 Number  features 
Estuary Perch EP 6 Number las 
lathead F 6 Number Fish species polygon features FA= Victorian Fishing Atlas 
arfish G 6 Number Fish species polygon features FA= Victorian Fishing Atlas 
Luderick LU 6 Number Fish species polygon features FA= Victorian Fishing Atlas 
ecies polygon
FA= Victorian Fishing Atlas 
Fish species polygon features 
FA= Victorian Fishing At
F
G
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Mullet, yelloweye M 6 Number Fish species polygon features FA= Victorian Fishing Atlas 
Mulloway MU 6 Number FA= Victorian Fishin
Fish species polygon features 
g Atlas 
Fish species polygon features 
ictorian Fishing Atlas 
ummy/school Number 
Fish species polygon features 
FA= Victorian Fishing Atlas 
Number Fish species polygon features 
Snapper ures 
Number Fish species polygon features tlas 
Sweep ures FA= Victorian Fishing Atlas 
6 Number Fish species polygon features FA= Victorian Fishing Atlas 
6 Number Fish species polygon features FA= Victorian Fishing Atlas 
WA 6 Number Fish species polygon features FA= Victorian Fishing Atlas 
W 6 Number Fish species polygon features FA= Victorian Fishing Atlas 
6 Number Fish species polygon features FA= Victorian Fishing Atlas 
SPPDIV 6 Number Sum of all fish species found at that particular point 
g 
ere the map was sourced 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
igitised date Digitise_date 30 String 
Unique identifier in 
SWFish_poly_GHCMA (FA= 
Victorian Fishing Atlas) 
Layer source + Unique 
identifier in 
SWFish_poly_GHCMA (FA= 
Victorian Fishing Atlas) 
Shape identifier SHP_ID 6 
ap was sourced 
from FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas 
Data identifier Data_ID 30 String 
Unique identifier in 
SWFish_poly_GHCMA (FA= 
Victorian Fishing Atlas) 
Pike, longfinned GPI 6 Number FA= V
Shark, GS 6 g
Shark, other SH 6 FA= Victorian Fishing Atlas 
S 6 Number Fish species polygon featFA= Victorian Fishing Atlas 
Snook SN 6 FA= Victorian Fishing A
SW 6 Number Fish species polygon feat
Trevally, silver TR 
Tuna TU 
Warehou 
Whiting, King 
George 
Yellowtail Kingfish KI 
Species Diversity 
Origin Origin 30 Strin
Wh
D
Data Source DATASOURCE 30 String 
Number 
Where the m
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DATASET 
V_est_fish_from66_GHCMA_Metadata 
Title: Fish species points of the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment Management 
Region from OSRA 1.6 Estuaries data 
Custodian: Deakin University GIS Facility (Warrnambool) 
Client: Western Coastal Board 
 
DESCRIPTION Point Feature 
Abstract: This layer contains fish species in the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment 
Management Region.  The layer was extracted from OSRA 1.6 Estuaries 
data 
  
Geographic Extent: Glenelg Hopkins Catchment Authority Coastal Sub-catchments (West of 
Peterborough to Victorian/South Australia border) 
 
DATASET CURRENCY: 
 
Data Collection: 29/11/2006 
 
DATASET STATUS: 
Progress: Active 
Maintenance & 
Update Frequency: As required 
 
DATASET ACCESS: 
 
Stored Data Format(s):  ArcView Shapefile and Mapinfo Table 
Available Format Type(s): Digital – all major formats available 
Projection:  GDA 1994, datum MGA Zone 54 
 
 
DATA CONTENT: 
ATTRIBUTES 
V_est_fish_from66_GHCMA ATTRIBUTE TABLE  
 
Item Full Name Item Name Item 
Width
Item 
Type 
Notes 
Site Identifier SITE_ID 30 String Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Estuary Name ESTUARY_NAME 30 String Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Short finned Eel SE 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Brown Trout BT 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Australian Salmon SA 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
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Common Galaxias CG 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Small-mouthed 
hardyhead SMH 6 Number
Collated from OSRA 
1.6 (Estuaries) 
Estuary Perch EP 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
European Perch RF 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Bream B 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Mullet, yellow 
eyed M 6 Number
Collated from OSRA 
1.6 (Estuaries) 
Mullet, Sea SM 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
Species Diversity SPPDIV 6 Number
Sum of all fish 
species found at that 
particular point 
Expert ID EXPERT_ID 6 Number Collated from OSRA 1.6 (Estuaries) 
 
 
DATASET 
Wharf_GHCMA_cent 
Title: Wharf features of the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment Management Region 
(Coastal Catchments) 
Custodian: Deakin University GIS Facility (Warrnambool) 
Jurisdiction: Western Coastal Board 
 
DESCRIPTION           Point Feature 
Abstract: This layer contains point features delineating wharves in the Glenelg-
Hopkins Catchment Management Region.  The layer was extracted from 
Department of Infrastructure-Planning layer BOATFAC25 (Master library 
group – LZ). 
 
 
Geographic Extent: Glenelg Hopkins Catchment Authority Coastal Sub-catchments (West of 
Peterborough to Victorian/South Australia border) 
 
 
DATASET CURRENCY: 
 
Data Extraction:   29/11/06 
DATASET STATUS: 
 
Progress: Active 
Maintenance & 
Update Frequency: As required 
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DATASET ACCESS: 
 
Stored Data Format(s):  ArcView Shapefile and Mapinfo Table 
Available Format Type(s): Digital – all major formats available 
Projection:  GDA 1994, datum MGA Zone 54 
 
DATA QUALITY: 
 
Map input scale: 
1:25,000 
 
Data Set Origin: 
Originality: Derived 
Data Collection Method: see – BOATFAC25 
 
Data Set Source: 
Hydro25 
 
Positional Accuracy: 
 
Precision: Source Data: 
 See Hydro25, generally within +/- 12.5m of true position 
  
 Digital Data: 
 See Hydro25, generally within +/- 12.5m of true position 
 
Determination: Survey controlled with 8 points per mapsheet with a residual error 
less than 10m at ground scale 
 
DATA CONTENT: 
 
ATTRIBUTES 
 
Wharf_GHCMA_cent ATTRIBUTE TABLE  
 
Item Full 
Name 
Item Name Item 
Width 
Item 
Type 
Notes 
Data Source DATASOURCE 30 String 
Where the map was sourced 
from. FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas, DOI= Department of 
Infrastructure  
Shape 
identifier SHP_ID 6 Number 
Unique identifier in 
BOATFAC25 (DSE Data 
library) 
Data identifier DATA_ID 30 String 
Layer source + Unique 
identifier in BOATFAC25 
(DSE Data library) 
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DATASET 
Wharf_GHCMA 
Title: Wharf features of the Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment Management Region 
(Coastal Catchments) 
Custodian: Deakin University GIS Facility (Warrnambool) 
Jurisdiction: Western Coastal Board 
 
DESCRIPTION           Line Feature 
Abstract: This layer contains line features delineating wharves in the Glenelg-
Hopkins Catchment Management Region.  The layer was extracted from 
Department of Infrastructure-Planning layer BOATFAC25 (Master library 
group – LZ). 
 
 
Geographic Extent: Glenelg Hopkins Catchment Authority Coastal Sub-catchments (West of 
Peterborough to Victorian/South Australia border) 
 
 
DATASET CURRENCY: 
 
Data Extraction:   29/11/06 
Beginning Date:  
Ending Date:  
 
DATASET STATUS: 
 
Progress: Active 
Maintenance & 
Update Frequency: As required 
 
DATASET ACCESS: 
 
Stored Data Format(s):  ArcView Shapefile and Mapinfo Table 
Available Format Type(s): Digital – all major formats available 
Projection:  GDA 1994, datum MGA Zone 54 
 
DATA QUALITY: 
 
Map input scale: 
1:25,000 
 
Data Set Origin: 
Originality: Derived 
Data Collection Method: see – BOATFAC25 
 
Data Set Source: 
Hydro25 
 
Positional Accuracy: 
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Precision: Source Data: 
 See Hydro25, generally within +/- 12.5m of true position 
  
 Digital Data: 
 See Hydro25, generally within +/- 12.5m of true position 
 
Determination: Survey controlled with 8 points per mapsheet with a residual error 
less than 10m at ground scale 
 
DATA CONTENT: 
 
ATTRIBUTES 
 
Wharf_GHCMA ATTRIBUTE TABLE  
 
Item Full 
Name 
Item Name Item 
Width 
Item 
Type 
Notes 
Data Source DATASOURCE 30 String 
Where the map was sourced 
from. FA= Victorian Fishing 
Atlas, DOI= Department of 
Infrastructure  
Shape 
identifier SHP_ID 6 Number 
Unique identifier in 
BOATFAC25 (DSE Data 
library) 
Data identifier DATA_ID 30 String 
Layer source + Unique 
identifier in BOATFAC25 
(DSE Data library) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
